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SECTION I 

INTROWCTION 

1.1 New Mathematics 

11 From the turn of the centuriJ until relatively recently, the 

teaching of ari tbmetic, and of mathematics in general, has remained more 

static than that of any other subject in the school curriculum", (Biggs, 

1967). In other subjects sane attem9ts have been made to keep abreast 

of modern developments; or as in reading~ ongoing discussion has kept 

methods under constant review, There has been canparatively greater 

acceptance of the traditional in mathematics, and this despite the ever 

increasing ccmplexi ty of mathematical needs of the society, 

1,1,1 Mathematical and Pse9logical Roots 

Biggs (1967) attributes recent changes in attitudes to mathematics 

to two major factors, the first having mathematical roots, the second 

psychological ones, In both areas, mathematics and psychology, current 

practices and views were found to be increasingly inadequate, The effects 

of problems arising in the applied sciences made it necesso,ry for 

mo,th$llatical expression to be in tenns more basic than number, i,e. sets, 

To dea.l with these effects, te11ching had the problem of how to deal with 

mathematics in ways that wore less reproductive and more productive, The 

solution, a,imed at giving the non-specialist in pure mathematics sane under

standing in more generalised concepts, and encouroging more creative or 

adventurous ways of thinking, was to reverse tho traditional order of 
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the math~natics curriculum, Topology and set theory, regarded as 

"difficult" concepts, had been near the end of a mathematician I s 

training, Their "difficulty" was :9erhaps that they were taught after 

a student had been conditioned to think in too rigid a way in s:oecialised 

terms, ",,, •, these more general conce:9ts might well lie more happily 

at the foundation of mathematics than at its apex", (Biggs, 1967), 

'rhe main mathematice,l needs of society before the Second World 

War was for a large number of people whose daily work inV'olved computation, 

The emphasis was on accuracy, and left understanding to the oli te who were 

beyond tho limitations of adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing in 

everyday living, 'I'he advent of calculating and "bookkeeping machines frcm 

the ninet3en thirties onwards did away with this premium on computational 

accuracy, Increasingly society demanded the ability to interpret, and 

the teaching of meaning in arithmetic became essential, 

Relationships exist between 9svchological theory and teaching 

method even if their connections are somewhat tenuous at times, The 

teaching of computational skill tended to fit the psychological framework 

of the stimuJus-response theories fathered largely by Thorndike I s 

"connectionism" (Hilgard, 1956), 'l'hc laws of exercise and of effect 

might be seen at their best in the drilling of tables when daily practice 

was obligatory in all classroomz and where reward was provided for right 

responses and punishment for errors, Similarly, behaviouristic approaches 

emphasise the place of posi tivc reinforcanent of correct responses, 

Teaching matbomatics successfully, especially at lower levels, depended 

on the teacher's skill at lrnowing what to reinforce and how. 
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The beginnings of teaching "meaningful" arithmetic may be seen in 

different areas, Emergent in the thirties, one such area is "social 

arithmetic" where the children are asked to solve common everyday problems 

involving number, The appropriate learning situations reca:nmended were 

"real life" ones in which children went shopping, built things, 1-reighed 

and measured - all in an atmosphere of classroom "reality", The gradual 

development of anphasis on social arithmetic is evident in the fact that 

it was not until 191+3 that the Std, 1 :9rescription in the New Syllabus of 

Ari tbmetic was revised to eliminate the necessity for formal memorisation 

and drills in the Infant Departments of New Zealand schools (N,Z, Dept,, 

1944). 

The gestalt approach to leal:ning which emphasised organisation of 

meaningful wholes was a further area cncoo.raging teaching for meaning, 

The gestaltists stressed the importance of thu suitably organised structure 

of a situation to produce the "flash of insight", Although this approach 

made for better organisation and presentation of material, like the 

stimulus-response theories, it tended to leave the learner as a passive 

recipient of the facts being taught, 

Active participation by tho children in the learning process has 

been recommended by many educators wcr the years but its value did not 

receive a consistent and coherent psychological basis until the post-war 

years, This has been provided largely by tho theories of Pia~et and his 

associates, particularly Inhclder. Although his theories on mental 

development were not originally intended to have educational relevance, 
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they have profoundly influenced teaching method. To him a child's 

thought stems from his own actions, i. e, the mind is constructed actively 

by interaction with the env irornnent (Lawrence, 1963). 

Cognizant of the shortcanings of conventional programmes and 

guided by recent studies, some educators attempted to give children 

meaningful arithmetic experiences through specially designed mathematical 

apparatus, Stern produced her structural blocks and number trays in 

1949, and she was followed by the Cuisenaire materials in the early 

'fifties. Many other sets of apparatus were designed, including the 

Dienes Multibase Ari thmctic Blocks. These structured material approaches 

are analysed and described by Williams (1961, 1962). Most of these 

have background theories based on or related to those of Piaget. 

Ov'er recent years - scrnc would suggest 1957 the year of Sputnik I 

as an appropriate birthdate - these various areas have become more 

urgently and more closely interwoven, Traditional aims, objectives and 

methods are being swept aside as school mathematics becanes remodelled 

according to the new insights, Whatever the motives behind the 

tremendous impetus that this trnew mathematics" 9rogrannnc has received, 

the essential core is that it is based on how children (the learners) _9£. 

think about number facts and how they .9:£_ conceptualise relationships 

between quantities, and not on how teachers think they should learn 

arithmetic. As research findings arc published and discussed, modific-

ations to curricula and methods will follow. 

1.1,2 Introduction to New Zealand 

New Zealand, following the lead given by other countries, is sharin 
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in the pioneering work of developing better methods of teaching mathematics 

to children in its schools. During these early stages of "the new 

mathematics" the authorities have encouraged teachers to experiment in 

the methods used to help young children develop a knowledge of and a 

facility to use numbers, For teachers of ycung children such encourage-

ment is contained in a handbook published by the N, Z, Department of 

Education, 

"The recurrent theme of this book is that children learn most 

effectively and retain knowledge most securely when they understand what 

they are learning" (Lee, 1963), 

Listed in this publication are factors and conditions which are 

said to prcmote this learning with understanding, 

special relevance to his work, 

One of these is of 

"The children must be mature enough to see meaning in their 

experiences with materials provided i.c, they must be ready", (Lce, 1963), 

Even the experienced teacher well versed in number and quick to 

recognise the signs of learning in children has difficulty knowing what 

number concepts a child has mastered, and how well the child can apply these 

concepts to new problems, The successful judging of readiness in children, 

the bane of many teachers, contributes to efficic·nt learning, If a concept 

is taught too early the teacher's time may be wasted and the child may 

beccme confused; too late, and the child's time has been wasted, 

One way of determining :readiness is the "pretest", Before 

beginning to teach a child, the teacher administers a, test graded 

carefully in difficulty. The material or problems done correctly by 
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the child are assumed to be known by him, Those problems unable to be 

solved are not part of the child's fund of knowledge or within his range 

of competency. 

Teaching begins at, or slightly below the break between the two, 

leading the child from the known to new and more complex areas, 

More common in teaching practice is the test wlich assesses the 

outcom.e of the instruction by the achievement of' the learner· to see how 

well the material has been assimilated. Gagne ( 1965) recommends that 

such assessment be "ext-c:rnal" to the student and teacher in order to ensure 

objectivity and freedorne frcm bias, As well as telling a teacher how 

successful his teaching has been, it should also infonn the learner of 

what he has been able to achieve through learning and is thus intimately 

connected with his motivation. 

Testing is an important pa.rt of the learning process, In tho 

infant section of New Zealand schools little formal testing of children 

is rcq_uirod, Questioning Headteachers revealed that the only general 

testing done on a national scale is informal reading testing carried out 

at the end of each year to determine which second year children are 

capable of coping with Std, l work, Each school usually has its own 

local pattern test for this purpose, Standards arc very flexible with 

factors such as chronological age and levels of maturity influencing 

promotion decisions_, The testing of number understanding is similarly 

very info:nnal, 1nost schools relying on cumulative individual records 

usually based on the pattern recommended in the Departmental Handbook, 

A standardised test of number understanding should be: availa1:>le for 
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fulfil Ga.gne's (1965) criterion of being an "external" assessment of 

the child's ability, 

1,2 Tests in the area of Infant Number 

7, 

r.rests of an infonnal nature are useful particularly where individual 

children are at different stages of development, but if a teacher requires 

an unbiased and objective test in this area of learning, wha.t is available? 

A perusal of comprehensive test catalogues (Buros 1961, 1965) fails to 

bring to light any tests suitable for children below Grade 4, In the 

Grades 4 - 9 standardised mathematics tests of any sort arc not common, 

Those that are available e,g, The California Achievement Tests, are within 

batteries of group tests with separate scores on arithmetic being available, 

Cronoach (1960) suggests "the proposed 'diagnostic analysis I b1;1,scd on small 

subgroups of i toms is not a dependable basis for studying learning 

difficulties". 

Similarly a search of test libraries at Universities or Education 

Department Psychological Services is unrewarding. Paper and pencil tests 

involving rows of computations in the 4 rules arc the usual type found, 

These are of value mainly for diagnostic purposes for children in Std, 2 

( 8 years or older) and above, Their limitations out-date them, ~1ore 

promising is a recently standardised ACER "Lower Grades Number Concept 

Test Level" ( 1963) , It is a paper and pencil group test :i;,i tched at an 

infant level but it suffers two main defects, Five number concepts only 

claim to be tested; and children require sufficient ability to attend to 
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verbal instructions given to a group and thev require sufficient maturity 

and practice to be able to write numbers. Since it does not include 

many of the operations involved in the present N. z. syllabus, this test 

would be only partially satisfactory in New Zealand. 

At present there are at least two large scale pro,jects which are 

aimed at developing assessment devices in the area of number concept 

development in very young children. The first is being constructed by 

Father Adrien Pinard and Mme, Monique Laurendeau at the University of 

Montreal's Institute of Psychology• for children 2-12 years, This very 

extensive battery, requiring 10 to 12 hours of testing, is based on 

Piaget's dovelo:prnental th,Jory of intelligence and reports (Flavell, 1963) 

indicate that scoring is difficult as yet because the quality of children's 

answers is boing studied, Amongst 62 subtests, four study the notions of 

number and quantity, five questionnaires are on the notions of time, 

movement and speed, with some other unspecified items directly linked to 

infant number operations. This battery, too long for practical ~urposes, 

will be a fruitful source of ideas for more sim:9le, shorter tests, 

Another test construction project is underway at the Institute of 

Educational Science at the University of Geneva, under the direction of 

Inhclder and Vinh-Bang, According to Flavell ( 1963) the test involves 

the administration, in stand.ardis,,d forms, of various Piagetian tasks to 

children aged 4-12 years, However, "the intent of the project appears 

to be to create a standardised dcvvlopmental scale of reasoning" only part 

of which involves mathematical conceptualisation, Again the value of this 
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project is as a rich source of ideas in future test development. 

In general, most tests available ask miscellaneous, unrelated factual 

questions and simple problems and require the pupils to carry out 

canputations graded in difficulty, Modern educational theory regards 

understanding of basic concepts and principles in maths as more important 

than the recall of isolated facts and the ability to have learnt addition 

and multiplication tables accurately, Accuracy and sneed in computation 

are not considered as valueless. Their a.cquisi tion through practice 

fallows the understanding of number concepts and the abi li tv to apply 

arithmetic princinles to appropriate problems, 

The test described in this work is an attempt to provide a tool for 

the objective measurement of number knowledge and understanding in young 

children, 
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SECTION II 

SOY1E THEORE'.I'ICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

2,1 Concepts and their formation 

Since the proposed test purports to measure importa,nt mathematical 

concepts in the growing child, it is helpful to understand what is meant by 

the word· "concept" and to know how children fonn concepts. Lovell (1962) 

and other theorists - Ausubel, Bartlett, Beard, Hebb, Hunt, Piaget, Russell, 

Stones, Vernon, and many others - have contributed to the knowledge of how 

sensations develop through perceptions to bec~ne concepts, Each writer 

has his individual point of view and in each may be discerned a particular 

emphasis, Stones (1966) like Ausubcl (1963), Piaget and Luria (1959), 

stresses the necessity for adequate language to invest concepts with the 

fullest possible meaning, Gagna ( 1965) argues for a, hierachical view of 

concept fonnation while Bruner, Piaget, and Vigotsky (1962) have propounded 

stage progressions. Russell (1956) writes briefly on concept formation in 

mathematics citing many related studies, 

In so far as these studies are relevant to this work, the findings may 

be: summarised briefly, in general te1ms. 

The traditional view of concept formation is that when a child fonas a 

concept he has to be able to discriminate or differentiate between the 

properties of objects or events before him and to generalise his findings in 

respect of any common feature he may find, Thus the common feature of a 

number of different sized, different coloured circles is their roundness. 
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Variable characteristics such as diameter or colour are ignored, Sooner or 

later he can generalise this concept of roundness to other objects in different 

situations, e,g, the roundness of a plate or a, car wheel. As the child 

matures, he continues to discriminate differences and similarities (some people 

prefer the word "abstract" to discri.rninate) a,nd to generalise about environ-

mental data, He is unaware of this process at first but later approaches 

this learning with greater deliberation, The ~quential pattern - perception 

to abstraction to generalisation - advances rapidly, probably matching the 

child's neurophysiological development, Concept formation and language 

develo:i.:i:nent are inextricably interwoven (concepts enable words to stand for 

whole classes of objects, qualities or events) and together fulfil the functions 

of coo.ifica tion and canmunication, 

Concepts do not usually dENelop suddenly into their final form, They 

continue to increase in complexity throughout life, Dienes (1959) views the 

development of mathematical concepts in children as a cvclical process involvinr::: 

the: three sequential components of play, di.rectionali ty and practice, At the 

play stage, action appears to be meaningless and undirected, There is an 

increase in purposeful behwiour in the second stage in which the child appears 

to focus on one specific direction, Goal-seeking behmricur is implied at 

this stage but there is no definition of the goal. The third stage represents 

the crystallisation of the numerous experiences in the preceding stage, 

Practice in the final stage consolidates the newly acquired experience. 

children use large categories at first, e ,g, "bigger" is a term subsuming 

"wider" and "thicker", Brown ( 1958) suggests that this may not be a 

Young 

deficiency in abstracting ability but may be related to the slower ck:Velopment 
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of language, It is imp,ortant, therefore, that in measuring a child's level 

of conceptual development active demonstration by the child precedes verbalis-

ation, 

When writing a bout the growth of children's ability to classify objects, 

Piaget (1952) suggests that simple forms of classification can be carried out 

independent of language, but that language is necessary for more complex fonns 

of classification since language clarifies the category and focusses attention 

on it, 

Bartlett~ in his 1958 stud~r on adult thinking, emphasises that the mind 

must make an active search when generalising, i.e, when looking for all points 

of similarity between ideas in the data put before it, There seems little 

reason that children's thinking processes are not dissimilar, in fact, their 

play may be external activity reflecting what their mind is attending to, As 

stated in Section I, Piaget is of the view that thoo.ght arises out of actions, 

He goes further to suggest that mathematical concepts arise out of the actions 

the child performs with objects and not from the objects themselves, 

2. 2 3et - Mental Development 

Apart from the contribution of Piaget, there has been little fundamental 

research on the development of the child's conception of number, 

of his theory of mental development is therefore necessary, 

A brief look 

Pioget' s approach to the basic question "Under what laws does knowledge 

develop and change?" (Inhelder 1962) has been that of a genetic epistemologist, 

His biological orientation has load him to seek syst~ms (structures) and to 

undcrsto,nd their functions (processes) as they relo.te to thought, His theory 
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is developnental in that he postulates an invariant sequence of steps for 

all individuals, Across this sequence and connecting the stages, are two 

cognitive activities which are present at all stages of development (Robinson 

and Robinson, 1965), These are play, in the broadest sense, and imitation, 

To the complexities of those "nondevelopmental changes 11 (Flavell, 1963), 

Piaget (1951) has devoted a separate study, 

Along with other develo-i:montal psychologists - Hall, Stern, Binet, and 

Gesell, Piaget sees intelligence as e,n attribute of an active organism 

adapting to and interacting with its environment, All assume that the 

organism develops in a quantitative way i.e:, he is born with certain ways of 

handling experience a.nd, with ago, is able to handle greater amounts, Piaget 

proposes not only this, but as well, qualitative changes in the ways in which 

data aro handled, Piaget postulates two complementary processes - assimilation 

(organisation of experience) and accommodation (changes in behaviour) (Flavell, 

1963), as bdng basic to dynamic intellectual functioning, Assimilation refers 

to the organism's action on the environment, the incorporation of sensory data 

into existing response patterns, Accommodation refers to the ad.aption of the 

organisn to the envirornncnt, It is the e,djustment of response Patterns to 

tho sensory data, Both assimilation and accommodation are evident in all 

behaviours, not necessarily of equal influence at any one time, Hh0n there 

is a balance between assimilation and acccm.modation, the organisn is said to 

be in a state of equilibrium (Tanner and Inhelder, 1960), 

'11he concept of equilibrium is basic to m'],ny aspects of Pio.ge:t' s theory 

but because it cannot be clenrly defined nor easily measured or demonstrated 
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it is open to criticism, The main implication understood from all writers 

on Piaget I s theory is that in equilibrium, like biological homeostasis, the 

total energy level within the organism remains relativel,y constant although 

changes occur in each component, This dynamic equilbrium refers to an ongoing 

system in which there is maintained a relational unity, 

The basic structural unit of intelligence, the sche:na, is a response 

pattern having both physiological and biolo,;ical referrents, Schemata are 

scrai-enduring organisations within the organism on which the assi.milatory and 

accanmodatory processes function, Piaget does not give a careful and 

i::xhaustive definition but develops its richness and subtlc:ty throughout his 

writings. Flavell (1963) defines a schema as "a cognitive structure which 

has reference to a class of similar action sequences, these sequences of 

necessity being strong bonded totalities in which the constituent behavioural 

elements are tightly interrelated", Schemata are labelled by the behaviour 

sequencGS to which they refer, e ,g, the schema o:f intuitive qualtitative 

correspondence ( the strategy of asses sing whether two sets are numerically 

equivalent). The schanata show a stage developmental sequence from mainly 

sensori-motor in infancy throw;h operational to logical operations in adoles

cence, and, although applied to the organised overt behaviour content which 

gives the name, there arc underlying cogni tivc elements, As behaviour 

changes, so does the functioning and structure of the schema, 

Schemata varJ in canplexi ty and magnitude: compare schema of infantile 

prehension with e,dult problem solving, F la.vell ( 1963) notes several 

characteristics which behaviour sequences need to possess to be conceytualised 

in schematic terras. First th~ schema must have component actions which arc 
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closely interconnected and governed by a core meaning, that is, it must be 

an organised whole, q_uasi-stable and capablo of repetition, Secondly, the 

schema is a kind of concept, category or underlying strategy which subsumes 

a whole collection of distinct but similar action sequences, In many wo,ys 

popular present day use of tho word "concept" is very si.milnr in meaning to 

Piaget I s use of the word "schema", 

Thirdly, schemata are cognitive structures, plastic in orgo.nisntion, 

to which actions and objects are assimila.tecl during cognitive expcricntio,l 

activity, 'l'hey are both created and modified by this cognitive functioning. 

Piaget ( 1952) states th0,t "in effect, the schemata he.ve always seemed to us 

to be not autonaaous entities but the products of o, continuous D,ctivi ty which 

is :immanent in them and of which they constitute the seq_uentic..l manents of 

crystallisation". 

Lastly, schemata are dynamic and show a tendency towards repeated action. 

In the course of their repetition they are transfonned especio.lly when npplied 

to new and different objects, This capa·;Jili ty for generalisation carries wit:.c 

it the complementary function of discrimination - :recognition, The three 

basic functional and developmental dl0,rc.cteristics of schem a,ts. (repetition, gener:11-

isation and differentiation - rccogni tion ) may be observed in the reflex 

schano, of infantile sucking, Sucking is applied to many ob,iects whether 

0,ppropriate in adult eyes or not, and in this repetition, tho infant 'g0noral-

ises' to o.11 objects which happen into his environment, Gradually, ::i,s these 

objects are o,ssimilo,ted into his schema, the child learns to discriminate 

those which give satisfaction from those which don I t, Recognition of these 

differences results fran this differenti.'J.tion of previously undifferentio.t.ed 
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objects. Although this example applies to a neonatal reflex, it holds true 

for the operation of schem.at:1., at any level. 

The basic unit of intellectual functioning - the schema - is modified 

and developed by assimilation and accanmodation in directions detennined by 

the general principles of operations, viewpoints ,and mobility (Lawrence 1963), 

As schem.ata become increasingly elaborate and complex, the intellectual 

adaptation processes of assimilation ... accanmodation are continually reorgan

ising themselves and developing new systems of dealing with the environment, 

Cognitive progrcs s is noces sarily slow, as the new is based on the old, and 

rapid developm0nt is inhibited as the organism can only assimilate what past 

assimilations have prepared it to assimilate. As Flavell ( 1963) points out 

in summary "the subject can incorporate only those components of reality 

which its ongoing structure can assimilate without drastic change", 

Piaget I s view is that coc;ni ti ve development is a coherent l?rogression 

of successive eq_uilillration, each structure developing logicall.y and inevitably 

cut of the previous one, This pattern is not an unfolding of predetenninod 

forms, but is dependent on the present stage of functioning and present 

envirormental demands, A combination of innate and environmental factors 

detennine the rate of development and the quali tatiV8 differences between 

individuals, The Qualitative developmental characteristics are seen by 

Piaget and his co-workers (Piaget 1955; Tanner and Inhclder, 1960) to contain 

sufficient similarities and differences to enable the whole course of cognitive 

development to be divided into three major discrete star;cs (those stages may 

b~ further subdivided and often arc), The sequence of these~ stages is said 

to be inv-ariant, and the structures of an earlier stage become integrated into 
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those of the succeeding stage, In each stage too, may be seen a period 

of preparation and a period of achieveiilent before the preparatory instability 

of the next stage, A detailed table of Piaget I s stages of intellectual 

development may be found in Stephens ( 1966), 

The following is a brief outline of Piaget's stages (Lawrence 1963, 

Rawlinson 1965) which gives an indication of how the schemata and the 

as s:i.milation - accommodation relationships are unified within a stage to 

give its characteristic mode of operating, 

~ori-Motor Stage 

During the first two years of life the child slowly builds up a 

repertoire of actions, and accumulates much experience of their effects~ 

while at the same time his central nervous system is maturing, By the end 

of this "sensori-motor stage" the child can represent to himself, the results 

of his own actions before they occur, This is the beginning of true thoue;:, t . 

since actions have become "internalised", 

Between the ages of' approxima tcly 2 and 7 years, the child moves through 

two major stages of thinking, 

Pre-operational thought 

Between the ages of 2 and lf ye0,:rs comes the pre-conceptual stage of 

thinking, This stage: is che,racterised by the development of symbolic 

function, i.e, sy.(nbolic play, internalised imit0,tion, and languo.ge, Actions 

are internalised to sane degree but reasoning with these "prcconcepts" is 

not reversible in the mathematical sense, lacks generalisation, and is e,s 

yet primitive, 

Fran about 4 ye:ars to 'T yco..rs of age - the period lo,rgcly covered by 
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the present test, the beginnings of proper thought groupings are apparent, 

This is the intuitive phase, the second half of the pre-operational level of 

thought, Piaget (1952) suggests that children of this age accept the 

constancy of a relation within one group of objects but not within another, 

Children are now able to correctly reverse o:i;ierations, but their understanding 

is unstable, often inccmplete, and subject to perceptual re-arrangement, 

Children have a limited amount of conceptual activity, but their judgements 

are still influenced by perceptual appearances, For example, a child at the 

intuitive phase may think. that a group of six buttons spread out has more 

buttons than a group of six spaced closely, There have been numerous 

experiments (Lovell and Ogilvie, 1960, Elkind, 1961 and Greco, P, quoted in 

Flavell, 1963) confinning Piaget's findings on the intuitive stage of chilo.ren's 

thinking, 

Concrete Operational Thought 

With the acquisition of certain basic concepts and the organisation of 

them into relatively stable structures canes the ueriod of "concrete operations". 

This occurs at about 7 years of age, ~he charateristics of this period can 

be seen in the child who is capable of perfonn.ing the logical operations of 

conservation, reversibility, associativity, and identity on objects, The 

key note of the concrete operational stage is the child's ability to see 

objects, relations and events from a 11 de-centered11 point of view (Flavell, 1963),, 

The child's conceptual development now allows him to deal effectiveJ..v with 

re-arrangements of objects - the tightly grouped collection of buttons no 

longer sec11s "larger" when it is spread out, The child at this stage is 
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still limited in his thrught, since he cannot generalise his concepts to all 

situations, nor can he deal with many sets of objects simultaneously. 

F9rmal operational thought 

It is only at the final or formal operational level that the child is 

free from perception and action and. can thinl,;: in abstract tenns. This occurs 

at about the age of 11 or 12, Stephens(1966) summarises this stage as 

11 abstract thought, hypothesis formulation, engagement in deductive reasoning 

and sol;J.tion checking", 

To re-focus for a moment on tho second part of a child's nre-operational 

thought stage which begins at about the age of 4, there occurs an increasing 

ability to conceptualise, It is during this "intuitive thought" stage that 

the proposed test is designed to cover, It has been said that the child's 

judgements are dominated. by the perceptual context, This can be danonstrated, 

not only with discrete quantities as in the button example, but in continuous 

quantities. When an equal quantity of water is poured into two identical 

containers and one of the containers is then poured into a taller and narrower 

container, the child claims ths.t equality no longer r~xists. This lack of 

ability to conserve can be demonstrated with substance ( Lovell and Ogilvie, 

1960), weight (Lovell and Ogilvie, 1961), and length and measurement (Lovell, 

Healey and Roland, 1962), 

Piaget (1952) suggests that an individual child c;oes through three stages •· 

non-conservation, transition, to conservation, the final stage where the child 

stands fi:rm in his conviction, Piaget maintains that this is because the 

child can only arrive: at tho conc-.:pt because logical operations are at his 

disposal. He claims that the child can rnversc the process in his mind~ thus 

employing the logical concept of inverse operation, No longer is he confused, 
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During the transition stage, the child sometimes conserves but at 

other times makes a wrong judgement on the appearance of the objects, 
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During the non-conservation stage, the child's judgements are dete:rmined 

by his :perception of the materials, rl'he previously m,~ntioned writers, 

Elkind (1961) and others have confirmed these stages in the conccc'.ptual 

development of children, Price-Williams ( 1961) also reported his findings 

among illiterate bush West African children of the 'l'iv tribe who were tested 

on the quE:stion of the conservation of both continuous and discontinuous 

quantiti~s. His results show that the progression of the development of 

conservation was similar to that found in European children although he was not 

sure about actual ages at which conservation was reached, 

Piaget ( 1952) labelled the three stages - global ,judgement, intuitive 

judgement and opurational thought ( see: Table I ) , Although these stages 

have been confi:rmcd by other workers, the age at which they occur is often 

a point for disagreement, It would seem. that not only do ages vary for 

different samples of children, but the rate of development varies from chilu 

to child, This underlines the necessity for objective testing so that 

teachers can be reasonably sure to which stage a child has progressed, 

'11he stages of intellectual growth are related to the stage of understanding 

mathematical concepts. Childrens' thiriJdng gradually becomes more effective 

as the Piagetian principles of "vhwpoints" and "mobility" (Lawrence, 1963) 

add maturity to th(d.r operations, 

In the principle of view:9oints, a child through maturation and experience 

l,:.:a:r.ns to be guided by the structure: of a uarticular problem rather than from 
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his own egocentric view; while, again through maturation and practice, his 

thinking becomes increasingly flexible and mobile. Thrught is freed from 

the here and now constraints of a situ at ion and beca:nes more coordinated 

ena·bling concepts of greater complexity to be dealt with efficiently and 

rapidly. 

Ages 

- 2 

2 - 4 

7 - 11 

11 -

TABLE I 

SIMILARI'l'IES _AMONG WAYS OF THINKING 

Piaget's stages of 
cognitive 

develoµaent 

Sensori-motor 
Transductive 

Preconceptual 
Intuitive 

Concrete-
operational 

Fonnal operational 

Piaget's stages of 
mathematical 

thinking 

Global judgement 

Intuitive judgement 

Operational thought 

~ - Ages are indications only, 

Bruner I s modes of 
mental 

representation 

Enactive 

Iconic 

Symbolic 

Table I attempts to show the relationship between the stages of intellectual 

growth and the general development of mastery of basic number concei:its; 

In a recent paper Bruner (1964) has synthesised his earlier work on adult 

.thought processes (Bruner, 1956) and has outlined three typical modes of mental 

representation of the world, These have been sho,m in Table I because of 

their s:imilarity to Piaget's stages of mental development, Bruner warns 

against the rigid acceptance of "stages", He notes that, in Piaget I s, his 

own, and related investigations (King 1961, 1963), the various levels of 
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thought processes are not canpletely discrete psychological stages. 

tend to be chronological but the:v are not exclusive. 

They 

Bruner' s modes of thinking are enactive, iconic and symbolic, At the 

enactive level of representation, objectsexist for the individual only in 

tenns of their physical presence, Iconic thinking proceeeds with the aid of 

perceptual imageI'"IJ but the perceptions involved are highly subject to the 

individual 1 s motives and attitudes, Although Bruner does not actually state 

as much, it is inferred that thinking at the iconic level is also subject to 

the perceptual arrangement of objects as it is in the intuitive phase of 

Piaget's stage of thought, 

Abstract fonnal reasoning is characteristic of Bruner' s symbolic mode 

of thinking, Although symbolic thinking is characteristic of the adult, 

Bruner (1964) suggests that all methods of thinking are present in an adult 

each being used according to the demands of a situation and their interaction 

may be quite complex, for example, in solving a mathematical problem, 

symbolic thinking is powerful and econanical, but drawing a diagram (iconic) 

or even building a model (iconic and cnactive) may be useful adjuncts, 

(Adler 196 4), 

Development of intellectual capacity goes through a number of stages 

whose order is constant, but whose time of appearance varies according to the 

individual. Piaget hypothesises four factors contributing to this development: 

maturation of the nervous system, experiences, social transmission and 

equilibration, The first and third factors arc more or less outside the 

control of the individual exce:ot in special cases c ,g, brain surgery or changes 

in habitation, Piaget lay£; emphasis on the fourth factor-equilibration - as 
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being the child's active learning process, Of major relevance to teachers 

is the second factor - experience, Providing the right materials at the 

right time and directing the child 1s encounters with experiences are the 

major tasks of the teacher, Piaget would see a :9edagogue as doing no more 

than these (Duckworth, 1964) - the child I s own actions on and interactions 

with the environment being the only source of real learning, This is "9robably 

why studies of intensive training have shown sometimes that children do not 

make expected gains (cited in Lunzer, 1960), or, if they do .show an initial 

increase, a.o not retain it ( Smed'1.und 1961( c)), Piaget suggests that, although 

the intensive training does make a difference to the 102.rner, the effects 

are trivial in that the learning is unlikely to alter the general level of 

understanding, The great danger, he reported to a conference of teachers 

(Duckworth, 1964) is try:i.ng to force ready-made knowledge on others, This 

produces"a false equilibrium which satisfies a child" (temporarily) "by 

accommodating to words, to authority and not to objects as they present 

themselves to him". 

2,3 ~iaget's Basic Number Concepts 

Piaget (1952) suggests that there are three fundanwntal concepts which 

underlie the understanding of mathematical ideas, 

ordination and class inclusion; 

These are cardinationD 

Cardimtion refers to the class pro:i:)C~rty of a collection of single units 

which can be equated on the basis of one-to-one corres:i:iondence with any other 

group of objects. The td:,al number of objects in the collection remains the 

same regardless of the way in which uni ts are arranged or rearranged, 

Cardination thus refers to the ability to see the class property of a series 
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of discrete objects, for example, the "sixness" of a grouD of six buttons is 

the group's cardinal qµali ty, 

Ordination refers to the rank of an element in a series according to 

a given attribute, Where cardinal number tells how many, ordinal number 

refers to a designated position in a line or row of objects, Ordinal number 

answers the question, Which one? The attainment of operational performance 

in ordination requires facility in cardination, 

Class inclusion refers to the relationship of parts to a whole, In 

this third fundamenta,l m·athematical conce:9t it is essential for children to 

see that there are more elements in one class than in one of the sub-classes 

of that class. Once the child attains opc:;rational thought in the composition 

of wholes, the child can relate one sub-set to another and both are seen in 

relation to their sum, To test this concept, Piaget used beans to represent 

, sweets, arranged these such that 4 + 1r :::: 7 + 1, and aslwd children to compare .,.--

the size of the two sets, 

Rawlinson (1965) gives a brief but very good descrintion of children's 

progression through Piaget I s three stages - ,global judgement, intuitive thought 

and operational thought - in each of the above three fundamental mathematical 

concepts, 

2, 4 Conclusions and Implications for the 12rosent test 

Although other theorists views were not disregarded, Piaget's work has 

had greater influence on this test development than any other sing lo source, 

In spite of the many controversies Piaget has stimulated (Bruner, 1964; 

F'rey'berg, 1966; Lunzex·, 1960) his theori~s and methods were chosen as a basis 
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(a) he covers conprehensively the whole range of cognitive development 

and examines in de"9th the successive "stages" of this growth, 

(b) the child's grasp of number conceuts has been examined in detail 

on a very broad base and Piaget has outlined with sane clarity 

the child I s patterns of dealing with reality as he pro,_c,;resses 

towards number understanding, 
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( c) his ingenious use of the clinical interview - though not as rigorous 

in its objectivity as some would prefer, is a valuable example of 

how to elicit information frcm children, 

A. Concept Fonnation/Intellectual Develo-pment 

r1.111e test aims to shed light on the number ability of children who 

are ccmpleting the final stages of preoperational thought and are entering 

the concrete operational stage, 

While preoperational, they are still 11 egocentric 11 (Lawrence 1963) 

with a tendency to centro on a single feature of the object of their 

reasoning to tl.1e neglect of other aspects, Children's thcught is still 

static in that they have difficulty seeinG transformations with meaning, 

Partly because of this difficulty - unstable assimilatory - accanmodatory 

equilibrium - their thought has not attained reversibility. The appearance 

of proper thrught groupings are unstable, being subject to percentual 

rearrangement and the presence of distractors, 

Around the age of seven years, children I s cognitive functioning appears 

to stabilise with assimilation and o.cccmmodo.tion 1:1,tto.ining a. balo..nce and 

giving concrete opero.tional thought, Where the yreopero,tional child tends 
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to function in tenns of the present here and now reality, the concrete 

operational child extends his thought f rem the actual to the potential, The 

concrete operational stage child is still limited to the concrete as a starting 

point for extrapolated thrught and generallv his operations are still separate 

i. c, he may be a "conserver" for mass but not for weight even though the 

same ball of clay is used, Only at the formal operational stage do operations 

becane integrated in a s;vst0:11atic whole, 

The cyclical development of children's cognitive systems is inherent in 

their :rlaption of the environment, Knowledge increases in a broad front with 

processes of dealing with objects and events in step with stage dcvclo1)mcmt, 

Schemata, aJmost synonmous with concepts, arc repeated at slightly more, coml)lex 

levels. 

For test developmont Piaget I s theory implies, 

(a) penetrating examination of the child's o,orations to c;et an accurate 

idea of what the child I s present schematic :~taw, is, 

(b) while operations arc still separate, <:ach concept needs s,~paratl, 

tcstinr;, The canbination of separate operations c,g, capacity and 

money shculd be delayed to a later ago, 

Once a child's level is more or less accurately pin11ointed, a teacher 

can provide the right material in an appropriate situation, not to correct 

a child's schema but to providci the op:i)ortunity so he will correct it himself. 

It seems lcgical to sugc;'..)st tho lack of value of introducing oporational 

thcught tasks while a child is ~ill at an intui tivo thought stage, 

B, Number Conceuts 

Piaget ( 1964) su~~gestu that there are three banic cnmponent~-i of nm1ber -
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cardination, ordination and class inclusion, These shculd find adequate 

coverage in any test of number concepts, 

Fran Russell's ( 1956) summary of related studies and from later works, 

Dodwell (1960), Iijama (1966) andWohwill (1960), children between L! and 8 

years should be tested in the cardinal qualities of number up to and then 

beyond 12. They should be able to construct a one-to-one correspondence and 

to conserve it when it is perceptually no longer obvious, Until conservation 

is reached, true 'understandinc' may be assumed to be absent. Similarly, 

ordination will require inclusion for testing initinlly by the serialisation 

of graded objects, later by the actual use of ordinal numbers. 

Class inclusion and the ccmposition of sets is a more complex category 

rari_ging from simple classification to the matching of various sets of objects 

to each other and to the appropriate numerals. An endeavour will l)e made in 

this area to investigate children's understanding of the relationships 3,nd 

ccmposi tions of wholes, For example, children will need to understand that 

the whole is greater than the part and tha,t parts can be operationally 

ccmbined, Until this understanding is present, forma,l work in fractions, 

for example, should be delayed. 

C, The Clinical Method 

Flavell (1963) states that "Piaget himself has never bent his talents 

towards making standardised tests , , , , , but such an endeavour would surely 

be a logical extension on his work", This test construction ;)roposes such 

an extension, Piaget I s clinical interview with wide ran1-i;ing flexible 

questioning lacks the control required in a standardised test, The test 

aims at objectivity but this would not ston a teacher continuing to check 
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alert for pointers to the way the child thinks, 

Free use is made of Piaget's (1952) examples of testing equipment 
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and his method of phrasing iuestions. 

to suit New Zealand conditions. 

Each ha.s been adapted as far as possible 

In general, children will be presented with both verbal and non-verbal 

stimuli in e, standardised fashion (contrary to Piaget who varied his present

ation frcm child to child), and their responses will be observed and noted, 

Only oSter pRss or fail has been established according to set criteria, can 

further probing continue. 

Finally, o.lthough heavy reliance has been on Piaget, his theories are 

used only as a bn.ckground against which children's number development may be 

understood more clearly, The test does not aim to show "stage" development 

in children nor to investigate the assimilatory - accanmodo.tory equilibrium 

processes in detail, It is doubtful even if its dependence on Piaget will 

be obvious when it is sufficicu-tly refined to become a useful classroan test, 
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SECTION III 

3,1 NUMBER IN THE SCHOOL 

Thi.s section outlines briefly some of the more practical considerations 

in developing a test of n-wnber concepts, 

Being largely content-centred, the test will use th0 current syllabus 

as the most :important source of material, Classroom observation will be 

used to keep the test in harmony with classroom practices and, at the same 

time, the overall shape of the test will need to be consistent with the 

objectives of mathematics, 

Lastly, special areas to be included in th1~ test will be examined, 

These will be determined. more by diagnostic requirements than by achievement 

measurement, 

li.2 Ob,1ectives in Mathematics 

A test based on a course of instruction intended to help pupils gain 

certain skills and abilities should take congnisance of the content of that 

course, As well, some recognition should be given to the general objectives 

of th c subject matter, in this case, mathematics, Theoretically theoe 

objectives should hold good for the curriculum at all levels of learning. 

Objectives are not to be confused with aims or general declarations of 

intent which stem from the basic philosophy of the educo.tion systen of 

which one subject is only a part, An important aim in mathemn.tics for 

example would be "the inculcation of n feeling, almost n, love, for 

mathEmatics 11 (Eggleston, 1965), S'uch cm aim would hold good for o,ny subject 

of the curriculum. 
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As Eggleston (1965) pointed out, aims are expressions of strategy 

while objectives are essentially tactical in character, They are concerned 

primarily with the terminal behaviour of pupils, Wood ( 1963) dis cusses the 

historical development of objectives in mathematics and has reviewed si:x. of the 

more serious attempts by en thori ties to provide classifications of objectives, 

The work of Bloom et al ( 1956) influenced planning in the early stages 

of this test construction until a sDnpler but still comprehensive analysis 

of objectives was discOV'ered in the Item Bank Project (Wood, 1967), Because 

of its importance to teachers and testers of mathematics, Wood's suggested 

classification is repeated here, It combined the collective advantages of 

previous studies such as Bloom's taxonomy (1956), the College Entrance 

Examination Board scheme, and the Indian National Council of Educational· 

Research classification, As suggested by the Item Bank Project, the 

objectives of mathematics are: 

A Knowledge and information· : recall of definitions, notations, 

B Techni~ues and skill 

C Canprehension 

D Applics.tion 

E Invention : 

concepts, 

computation manipulation of 

symbols, 

capacity to understand problems, 

to translate symbolic fonns, to 

follow and extend reasoning, 

of Qppropriate concepts in unfamilier 

mo,them":J,tical situations, 

reasoning cre1.1tively in mathematics 

During the II old maths" stage, two objectives seemed parmnount -

knowledge and technical skill (computation); and empho.sis for older children 
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on the application of learnt skills to mathenatical situations. This 

produced the ccmmon pattern of a number test including mental, mechanical 

and problem aritbmetic, "New maths" has included these three objectives -

knowledge, techniques and application of number skills but has emphasised 

a fourth objective - comprehension, This capacity to understand problems, 

to translate symbolic fonns and to :follow and extend mathematical reasoning 

is now considered an essential component of number work, Previously it 

was often left to chance, to a, child's natural insights or to enlightened 

teaching. 

3,3 Ma.thematics Syllabus 

As well as o.n increased emphasis on understanding, certain curriculum 

topics hr:ve been given prauinence in infant learning instead of being left 

to later classes, The vocabulary used (equc.ls, minus, addend, subset, etc.,):, 

set theory; simple geanetry, proportion~ are typical exe..mples, These 

changes can be seen best in Lee (1963) and Duncan et al (1967) until the 

publication of the new syllo.bus for N ,Z, schools expected in 1969, at which 

date the syllabus will have had over 10 years of trial. 

3,4 Social Arithmetic 

From the syllabus and from observ11tion of children 11t work in classrooms, 

it seems obvious tho.t the Pingetian concepts of cardination, ordination and 

class inclusion, fundamental though they are, do not fonn the total number 

experience of children, Al though nnthematicians may value number as a WDY 

of thinking O it is because of its usefulness in evcrydny life nnd because 

its ideas are so necessary to an understanding of the world thnt it is 

tf.lUght to children in schools, To help children become awnre of the kinds 
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of situ at ions and to give them the confidence to apply number to them, the 

social or practical side of ar:i.thmetic fonns an important part of the J:1Umber 

experience given children in an infant classroom, 

"The mathematical and social ideas are not fonned in isolation - they 

must complement each otb("r• To ottain true insight, the child must become 

aware that his ideas are useful, both in helping him to learn more arithmetic 

and in helping him to solve the probkms in nu.lJlber that he meets in daily life11 

(Lee, 1963). A test must therefore maintain a balance between basic number 

concepts and the applico.tion of ccncepts to canmon social situations, 

Ari tbmetic in ever-;day life involves measurenwnt and, found in every 

Infant Room, are devices for measurin.c; length, weight, money, capacity nna. 

time, These men,suring devices not only increase the child's practical skill 

and eno.ble him to solve everydo,y problems with confidence, but they give 

practice in basic number concepts, 

A test of number develop.neut in children may be considered to be 

pr:imn.rily concerned with two main areas, 

( a) basic number operations (from Piaget) 

(b) o:pplied or social number operations, 

It could be argued that young children could not be tested in "pure" 

nmnber operations without that opero.tion being applied to physical objects, 

Nor, on the other hand, does the testing of social arithmetic exclude basic 

numb0r concepts, The division between these two o.rcas is an arbitrary one, 

chosen as will be seen, to D.chicve a balanced test content, 

3. 5 Visun.l - motor discrimination 

By the time that children begin school, the majority have achieved a 

maturity in visual perception o,nd visua,1-motor coordination which eno.bles 
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them to differentiate between similar fonn.s and to copy with reasonable 

accuracy the symbols - letters and figures - taught in infant rocxns 

(Birch and Lefford, 1967), 'l'hese children, though their written ~•Tork 

may have imperfections, usually have little difficulty in mastering the 

tasks req_uiring normal discrimination abilities in figure-ground 

relationships and constancy in spatial relationships, Unfortunately 

approximately 10% of children(Frostig 1966, Johnson and Myklebust 1967) 

experience a developmental lag in this area with resultant confusions 

in perceptual understanding. '110 identify any gross difficulties which 

children may have;:, some clbcrimina tion subtests should be included in the 

test, 'rhese should be simple, e1:.-,,sy to operate and should sel'.'V'e a 

diagnostic function to isolate perceptually confused children for more 

specialised investigation (Bendor 19513, Frostig 1966). 

3,6 Rote learnin& 

The place of rote learning has been a hotly debated topic in schools 

and with the present day emphasis on underntanding, few teachers will 

admit to the practice. But children's facility with number does include 

n certain amount of rote learning - Russell (1956) cites studies in which 

11 rote counting ability far outstrips concept of number a.nd is superior to 

object counting". The writing of rnm1.erals, too, may be learned before 

tho numbers co.n be used on paper in a meaningful way, Very few teachers 

follow Galperin I s ( Stones ,1966) suggested method of teo.ching number by 

measurement first with numbers introduced later. Although one experiment, 

reported in Simon ( 1957) suggests superiority for this method~ the 

traditionnl teo..ching to count and write numbe:rs, followed by their 

o..pplicat:i.on in the practical situation is still thought to ho.ve the 
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largest following, Therefore a general category of "facility with 

number manipulation" needs inclusion in the test, Wherever possible 

children will demonstrate their understanding but in some cases, rote 

tasks will feature. 

Conclusions and Implica.tions for the m:·csent test 

A practical cl~ssroom test should relate clearly to the practical 

cla.ssroO!ll situation, the prescribed curriculum and to the objectives of 

the subject, 

Where previous tests have tested fo.ctual recall and computational 

sld.11 with numbers and their canbinations, present objectives suggest 

that comprehension of number concepts and their application to 

appropriate situations should receive at least equal ,-Bight. 

Creative reasoning is not given much emphasis at this level although 

op11ortunities to exercise it should not be neglected, 

The prescribed syllabus and classroan practices detennine the 

main test content areas which, when added to Piaget's basic number 

operations, are as follows 

(a) basic number operations (from Piaget) 

- cardino..tion 

- ordination 

- class inclusion 

(b) applied number operations 

- length 

- weight 

- time 

- money 

- capacity 



(c) general number facility, both rote and meaningful, e,g, reading 

and writing numbers, 

35, 

To determine a child's readiness for tasks involving visual-motor 

coordination, a fourth general class is necessary for diagnostic value, 

( d) discrimination tasks, 
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SECTION IV 

CONSTRUCTION AND PILOT TRIAL OF THE TEST 

In the two preceding sections, a brief examination has been made of 

some of the more important fs,ctors influencing the design of this test. 

On one hand it would have been satisfying to base the test entirely on the 

work of Piaget and his associates but this would have introduced limitations 

reducing the practical value of the test to the classroom teacher, Therefore, 

the test content must be detennined partly by current number prescriptions, 

with its adninistration determined by the accepted psychological practices 

of good rapport and standardised objectivity. Interpretation and diagnosis 

with their associated remedial measures should be made with the Piegetian 

hypotheses of number concept development in mind, 

This section defines the limits, uses and content of the test, and 

outlines some of the restrictions which guided its development, The early 

stages of the test's life are described briefly, up to its state of readiness 

for standardisation, 

4.1 General Definition 

The test aims to measure the level of understanding of selected number 

concepts and principles in children between the ages of 5 - 7½ years, Designed 

specifically for use in primer classes in New Zealand schools, the projected 

total range of the test is from 4½ - 8 years of age:: to ensure adequate 

coverage of the more limited ag,3 range, 

4.2 Uses of the Test 

Used by teachers, a test of number concept development should be of 
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value to achieve as many of the following goals as possible, 

(a) To measure individual levels of' understanding and achievement in 

number, This characteristic a,llows placement decisions to be made 

on individual children, 

(b) To judge a child I s readiness to proceed to a higher stage of 

learning by testing mastery of prior stages, 

(c) To enable diagnosis of areas of deficit in a child I s number 

experience, This allows a suitable remedial nrograrmne to be 

designed for the specific neods of a child, 

These three aims, in essence, ccrnbine achievement measuranent and 

diagnostic analysis, Bv combining these two factors, sane of the q_uali ty of 

both will be lost and care will be required to keep this loss to a minimum, 

The second use to which the test may be put is research in the number 

understanding of exceptional children e ,g, the gifted or the backward, The 

very bright child may not need the formal nu.'Uber exneriences with concrete 

apparatus required by the average child, Perhaps there may be particular 

concepts which backward children are unable to understand without specific 

Given competently at the right time, such help may speed learning in 

what is a notoriously weak area in these children, 

Thirdly the test is seen as an initial study in the develonment of 

diagnostic techniques which will ai.m at a more accurate snecification of young 

children's needs in mathematics, 

4,3 Test Content 

The four bl"Oad areas of number ( see 3, 7) subsume a numl)er of component 

concept areas which have been drawn from the handbook (Lee 1963), a summary of 
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which m~y be seen in Appendix I. 

As well, other aritbmetic tests and manuals (Grossnickle et al 1961; Denbow 

et al 1959) were studied both for additional content and for suitable item designs, 

These were particularly useful in establishing a number vocabulary, 

The Hougqton Mifflin modern mathematics programme (Duncan et al 1967) 

contains in chart for.tu a su.rnmary of their sequential steps of mathanatics 

concepts (see Appendix II). This provides a useful cross check of children I s 

:progress. As many number tests as were currentlv available in New Zealand 

were examined. Unfortunately, the Piagetian type tests of Pinard and 

Laurendeau,and Inheldcr and Vingh-Bang (Flavell, 1963) were unobtainable. When 

published, these should provide many useful ideas in this field, 

Fran th8sc various sources, twenty four concepts, princir.lt.~n, :1.nd oper'.'.ticins 

were drawn, each considered to be i.rnportant enough to warrant testing ( seo 

Table 2), 

TABLE 2 

Number Concepts learnt durini:r. first two years of school in New Zealand 

1\Tumber Vocabulary 
Discrimination 

Canuarison 

Classification 

Matching 

Cardination 

!Rote counting 

Enumeration 

Equivalence 

~ddition and Subtraction 

Scriation 

Conservation 

Reading numbers and sums 

Writing numbers 

Group structures of numbers 

Ordination 

Spatial relationships 

Understanding zero 

Length 

Weight 

Time 

Money 

Fractions 

Capacity 
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These number concepts are introduced to children in spiral sequence. In 

the spiral curriculum 11 ideas are presented in hanologue fonn, returned to later 

with more precision and power, and further developed and expanded until, in thr~ 

end, a student has a sense of mastery over at least some body of knowledge", 

(Bruner, 1960) , In the test, as in the curriculu.m, a topic will need to 

rea:ppear several times at different levels of complexity. :Number vocabulary, 

for example, will be present at every stage w:i.th known words being revised and 

n8w words being introcluced, To ensure adequate coverage, this list of concepts 

were submitted to various professionally intorested people - teachers, Infant 

Advisers and f3taff' Inspectors of the Department of Education. 

2,nd criticism avoided potential major emissions, 

4.4 Restrictions on the test 

Their ,judgement 

Children aged 4t2 - 8 years have important characteristics and limitations 

which need consideration when designing i tG11s for testing their understanding 

of number, These characteristics will influence the design of the test in the 

following ·ways, 

(a) Children have lirni ted ,,pans of attention so items must be short and the 

administration of the test should not need to be completed in one session, 

IntE,rest must be maintained by variation in the item tasks, the ap1)aratur:; 

used, and the methods by which the child answers the items, c,g, orally, 

in written fo:rm, or by actual demonstration, 

(b) Children I s reading ability should not affect their score so all i terns 

need to be given orally, 

( C) Oral and written expression abilities arc limited, A test of number 

understanding should therefore get children to demonstrate their knowledge 
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rather than to say it or write it. Each child must be tested 

individually to ensure his understanding of the task required and 

to avoid the social assistance available and the distractions during 

testing when others are present. 

Children have only a limited ex9erience range at this age. Items 

must be novel enough to require application of known principles to 

a new situation but familiar enough not to distract by their novelty. 

Most children who have attended pre-school institutions and/or school, 

have come into contact with number apparatus supplied by the Department 

of Education, bought fran manufacturers of educational equipment or 

made by teachers using their ingenuity and readily available local 

materials, Apparatus in the test needs to be dissimilar to that with 

which children are already familiar to avoid practice effect, and yet 

be simple enough to avoid diversion from the task req,uired, 

When testing social arithmetic, real auparatus should be used - the foot 

rule, and coins. 

(o) There is a wide difference between the knowledge and abilities of 

~?. and 8 year old children. A test covering that range must be 

constructed to obtain a mini."rlum administration time by building in 

aifferent start and discontinuation points, To be properly 

satisfactory for use in schools a scorin~ card should be printed on 

light cardboard to allow it to go from class to class with th.:l child, 

recording his cumulative progress as h•2 develops, 

(f) To maintain impartiality towards both boys and girls material chosen 

will need to be as neutral in sex orientation as possible, Boys 
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will not be asked to manipulate dolls and beds, and girls will not be 

required to handle toy racing cars, 

(g) Administration and scoring should be easily understood by teachers, at 

least after some practice. This understanding will be aided if the 

test maintains reasonable canpatibility with the contentc, and methods 

of the present arithmetic syllabus, 

To facilitate this, the number facts and :i.wocesses under the first eight 

sections of the handbook were precised, These sections could fona "natural" 

breaks in a compartmentalised test, and. they could make the addition of further 

material, if necessary, more easilv placed according to children I s svllabus -

detennined learning order, 

4.5 I_nitial Layout 

It was decided arbitrarily that an initial trial layout should consist of 

a minimum of 72 i terns based on the 24 concepts as in 'J7ablc 2. This basic 

pool was thought to be sufficient, after item wastage, to give a final test 

of about 36 i terns. Items were spread singly or in pairs throughout the rang,:;, 

vocabulary for example, appeared at Items 12, 211, 36, 1r8 and 60, 

Total test time was expected to be about two hours and, as far as :i;iossiblc, 

items were graded to give an even gradient of difficulty. 

4.6 Item Construction 

I ten construction began in Infant and Standard I classrocms with observa,tion 

of children active during developmental and number periods. Note was made 

of teacher ex:9ectations and of children I s actual perfonnances, By blending 

ohsorvations, advice and insight, a collection of 76 item's wer,:: matched to a 

trial skeleton layout. 
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It was expected to include sane method of determining a start point so 

children of different achievement levels would have no need to be tested on 

too easy i terns, For this 1:mrpose, a separate mm1ber vocabulary scale was 

developed, From 70 11 number" words, 40 words were gradecl by 14 "expert" 

judges using a Thurstone and Chave scaling procedure, This scale ( see 

Appendix III) was expected to cover the full age range - 412 to 8 years, 

Ap:paratus req_uired by i terns was collecte'?d or ma,de to suit, As far as 

possirJle normal classroan -3q_uipment was avoided so that children, when 

demonstrating knowledge of an operation were using material previously 

unfamiliar to them, except when real objects (coins, etc,) were used, 

As tbe battery of items was built up, each was tried infonnally on a number 

of children in various classes and kindergartens, 

these trials according to childrcm I s responses. 

Changes were made during 

After the cxposur,~, of the, test content to the criticism of two imbject 

matter "experts" and revisions made on the basis of their advice, a cyclostylcd 

form of score sheet was prepa,red and the prototype test was ready for trial. 

Its form was similar to the final layout except for increased length ( 75 items) 

and the addition of a vocabulary sce,le, 

l.r, 7 The pilot trial 

When test items, materials and score sheets wc?re prepared and assrn1bled, 

peimission was gained to test a sample of 20 children at a large Christchurch 

school. 

']'.he cri tcria by which children were selected to get four children at five 

age level groups (5 yrs 3 mths, 5 yrs 9 mths, 6 yrs 3 mths, 6 yrs 9 mths, 

7 yrs 3 mths) were -
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(a) all children whose birthdays fell within one month of the appropriate 

dates, 

(b) teacher elimination of those who were extremely bright or slow or 

those who were non-European or extremely maladjusted, 

(c) after administering tlw Howen (1956) Coloured Progressive Matrices 

only children who fell between 75th and 25th percentiles were 

retained and where more children than the required four were available 

those nearest the 501/iilc wer12 retained, 

The aim of these limitations was to obtain a small sample of children 

hcmo3:eneous in general ability without relevant exceptional qualities. 

The protot:rpc test was then administered to all children, Each child was 

given an opportunity to try each item, Administration time averaged 

approximately 2:\ hours, Hhen a child appeared to tire or lose interest a 

break was taken, the testing being continued later, Breaks were not made at 

specific times nor at specific places in the test~ nor was the numerical order 

of i terns strictly followed, 

To ccmplete tho age range coverage, a sample of four childrcm ( average 

age 4 yrs 9 mths) was se;kctod frcm a central Auckland kindergarten using the 

same methods of selection as for the Junior school sample, 

When the whole sample of twenty four children had been tested, each item 

was given a pass-fail cri tcrion and each protocol was scored on this basis. 

The results of this pilot trial can be seen in Appendix IV, Scoring standards 

were:: set at levels ensuring reasonably ccmpleto understanding of the conce:9t 

tested without penalising a child for errors by chance or from misundcrstandinr:; 

the instructions, 
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4.8 Modifications to Test 

On the basis of the data obtained in the !,)ilot trial (Appendix N) and 

of the experience obtained in its a&ninistration 9 the finished test was 

assembled. It was expected that this test would be as close to the final 

edition as possible i, e, the one which would l)e standardised for use in 

schools. 

After inspection and analysis of the :,;,ilot trial a.ata, twenty-seven 

items were rejected and four were revised, Wording in the revised items 

was changed to increase clarity and administrative and scoring procedures were 

detailed. Items were rejected for various reasons, Ono, discrimination by 

touch, did not appear to be as relevant to number understanding as was first 

thought; sane to maintain even weightings; some of the right-wrong type 

appeared to be answered too often by chance; and some because the test was 

too long. In sane cases, items were combined to increase their discriminating 

power. 

The vocabulary scale which was used to begin the test, very early showed 

unsatisfactory characteristics, Tho length of time in its administration 

½ to 3/ 4 of an hour, resulted in souie children be canine fatigued or bored, 

'l'he examiner too found this section long bec8llse continued questioning was 

sanetimes necessary to ensure a child's reasonable understanding, Children's 

verbal answers, when asked the meaning of words like "older" or "straight" 

varied so much beyond the established criteria that many subjective judgements 

were required to score an itom as pass or fail. The list of pass/fail criteria 

grew with each testing and seemed to be becoming too complex if the test were 

to remain within reasonable bounds, 
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It was felt that some children failed to score because they were unable 

to express themselves adequately. Often furt}ier questioning would reveal 

their understandirl8 or lack of it. This questioning tended to become stressful 

for both examiner and child, and therefore increased the risk of error variance. 

During the pilot trial it became obvious that the vocabulary scale needed 

redesigning to reduce the time involved and to increase objectivity. To over-

co::ne these disadvantages, various approaches were considered, One was the 

p1•ovision of pictorial stimuli to which a child ·1,;ras required to supply appropria 

names. Another was a multiple choice design where the correct stimulus was 

c.l::tosen from among distractors in response to a cue word. In addition to these 

nractical difficulties, the low correlation of ,38 between vocabulary scores 

2,nd total test scores necessitatGd the removal of the vocabulary scale, 

The forty-nine i tcms remaining were reordered in approximatl:' order of 

difficulty (Fig, 1) and were grouped in seven c;roups, each group having six 

i tons a.rid one alternativet this setting out style being very similar to the 

Revised Stanford-Binet (Form L-M) Intelligence Scale for Children, It wa,s 

e::pected that each group would represent six months of average development in 

number conceptualisation, 

II 1· 111 b t' app ice num er opera ions. 

Each group was designed to test four 11 pure 11 and two 

'l'he original principle: underlying this dcsL'jn 

was that each section should cover each of the three Piagetian basic number 

concepts at least once, 

The aim was that each group or level should correspond to each teaching 

sec ti on of the Departmental Handbook (Lee, 1963) , It shall be seen, however, 

that because of the problems with item difficulty and the unevenness of section 

content e_.g. Section 5, which includes reading and writing numbers only, this 



aim was not fulfilled, 

In 13eneral, grouped item difficulties produced an even .gradient except 

in Section IV (Fig, 1), The two extreme items (Nos, 2~~ and 2lI) req_uired 

small nass/fail criterion changes to ln·ing them closer to the main gradient 

line. 

Start and Finish Points durinr;; Testing 

Start Point 

In any long, individual power test, it is advantageous to have e means 

by which more advanced children can be started at a point on the scale other 

than at the beginning. ~Lhe time saving q_uali ty introduced by such a tecr111iq_01, 

is obvious, and as well, there are motivational benefits by aroidins boredom 

of exa..rniner and subject by working on too easy items, The original hope that 

the vocabulary scale would achieve this puroose was not fulfilled, After Vi 

pilot trial, inspection showed that the oral problems ( combined adc1i tion and 

subtraction) gave a graded scale, ranging in raw scores from one to eleven 

cut of fourteen possible, The gradient apneared to be similar to the total 

test scores which ranged from three to thirty-six excluding alternatives, 

As the correlation between total test scores and oral problems scor.:,s 

proved on calculation to be , 94 (Appendix D1), the latter was chosen to be 

the indi cater of start points on the whole test for the standardisation survcv 

Appendix DI shows the most probabll:! total test score correspondinr; to each oral 

problerns score was drawn, Three indicator points - Oral problems scores of 

four, eight and ten, were chosen, Start ,)oints on the body of the test to 

correspond with these were set at one, thirteen and twenty-five, As can be 

seen from the cha.rt, these points are below one standard deviation below the 
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regression line, Calculations of the regression line and the estimated 

standard error ( corrected for bias) are included in A:9pendix Dl, 

Finish Point 

A child is assumed to have reached a ceiling on the test when one 

complete section has been failed. Du.ring the pilot trial, only four children 

scored after this arbitrarily defined limit was reached, and only one further 

item was :9assed by each successfully beyond this stage (Appendix lV), Of 

the four items (24, 36 (2x) and 37) passed, two (24 and 36) are open-ended 

and the third (37) has a 1 in 10 chance of being guessed successfully, Three 

children, successful in Items 24 and ~6, may be said to have succeeded through 

having acquired extra knowledge accidently, The fourth child was one of 

fifteen children who had failed at least one :•Jrevious complete section, It 

would be expect8d by chance to find one or two children in fifteen guessing 

item 37 correctly. 

Since the total score of the 4 children is not greatly altered and 

because the diagnostic value of the test is not hann0d, the discontinuation 

of testing after one section of failure was felt to be satisfactory, The 

extra time irwolved docs not produce sufficient information on a child to 

warrant further testing, 

4,10 Revised Test - Fann 

Once the pilot trial test had been modified and rearranged the statisticaJ 

data gathered during the pilot trial was reapplied to the ii-9 i terns. 

The test consists of three main parts -

(1) an administration handbook (see Appendix XI) 

(2) a case of test equipment (see Plate 1 and A~:,pendixXII) 



(3) a record f o:rm, The first printing of the form proved unsatisfactory 

during informal trials with children. Items 14, 34, and 39 were 

felt to be too enall for most children, A second printing improved 

these details, (Appendix V), 

By grouping items related conceptually, the broad organisation Of 

of the test was shaped as follows 

(1) oral problems to inclicate starting lev-els 

(2) discrimination tasks 

(3) Piaget's three basic concepts 

(4) facility with numbers both meaningful and rote 

( 5) social arithmetic in 6 areas, 

Table 3 gives an itemised breakdown, 

TABLE 3 

Oral Problems 7 

Discrimination and classification 1 
2 12__1'.\. 18A 
3 

Ordination (seriation) 6A 10 15 

Cardination 14 
16 

Counting (matching) to 12 !r 8 13 
9 

Facility with nU-mbers and 
s;yrnbols a·bove 12 

Rote facility with numbers 

Leneth 11 

Weight 12 18 

Time 

Money 5 
Fractions 6 17 

Capacity 

19 31 

. 37 

22 26 42A 

25 32 

21 
24A 

34 38 
3oA 36A 39 

lio 

20 27 33 28 
35 

23 30 41 

29 42 

24 36 
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Item reference numbers are shown listed by section vertically t and ar 

within their most appropriate conce:9t class on the horizontal axes, 

4,11 St~ti:stical Cha,re,ctiJristics 

Revisad~ 

The following sum.rnary figures are patterned on Section VII which 

contains the basic arguments for the use of particular statistics, 

and computations of results may be seen in A!?pendix IV, 

M = 20 (Test less 

CJ = 10 ( II II 

M = 24 (Total Test 

CJ = 12 ( II II 

Re li abili t:v 

Ifuder-Richardson Fonnula. 20 

Kuder-Richardson Fonnula 21 

alternative 

II 

possible 

II 

r = ,96 

r = ,93 

items) 

II ) 

49 items) 

II ff 

Fonnulae 

The fonnula most suitable for estimating the consistency of perfonnance on a 

relatively hanogeneous power test is the Kuder-Richardson Formula 20 

(Lindquist 1959). Their simpler formula, No, 21, assumes all items are of 

equal difficulty, but when they are not, the reliability coefficient yielded 

will be lower for a fairly long power test, us it is in this case, 

Validi t:y 

The validity of the test at this stage rested mainly on its face and 

content validities. 

Face vaJi.di ty is a desirable test characteristic in tenns of the general 

acceptance by testers and subjects. Being a. content reference test its 

relationship to mathe.ro.atics is obvious to a user who should, because of a high 
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degree of face validity, have faith in the test. 

Content v ali di ty is ensured by carefu 1 adherence to the set curri cuJu 

and its associated texts (Duncan et al, 1967; Lee, 1963; Lovell 1962). 

'l'hrouc;hout its development, a number of professional ueople were consulted to 

provide checks that coverage was both 3,deq_uate and within the defined limits 

set for the test. The lo:-;ical relevance of the items, sinf.ilY or con.jointly, 

is not open, therefore, to serious (1uestion, 

In the school setting, it would 1)e expected that, if thG test wa:a. 

valid, children's scores would increase with age, A guide to age criterton 

validity may be seen in Table 4 which eives the average score for each age 

group in the, pilot sampk, 

TABLE lt 

Average scor,~s b_x age grouns 

(pro-standardisation sample) 

Yrs Mth Items Right 

4 9 6 

5 3 12,25 

5 9 16.5 
6. 3 23.25 

6 9 26.75 

7 3 33,25 

Finally, by using the total t.:.$t, score as a cri tcrion and correlating 

eacl1 item \•Ti tl1 tl1i s criterion an index of hanogcnei ty n1ay be derived. 1rl1i s 

index of internal consistency indico..t0s how ::mi.biguous scores may or may not be, 

Table 13 gives this value (Flano,g-:rn's r) for eo..ch item. Even on a small sample 



( -.:.·_,-I :::: :? ), ) •,rhi' ch 0.0 1.· d •1ot extend to t" t f tb t t t- l _ 7 • __ • 11e e:x: remes o .e es , nese v a :ues , 

as summarised in Table 5, can be seen to indicate a reasonably good degree 

of' item consistency, 85% of items hairing a value of ,6 or greater-. 

TABLE 5 

Cumulative percent§&e groupings of Flanagan I s r 

(pre-standardisation sample) 

Flanagan's II r" 

r > ,9 

> • 8 

> ,7 

> .6 

% of items 

10 

41 

75 
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PLA.rl'E II 

A tester with his subject, 





SECTION V 

TEST MANUAL AND EQUIPMENT 

The revised test, with minor changes, became the final edition. 

Before being ready for standardisation a manual wa.s prepared (see Appendix 

XI ) • It is divided in two main parts; 

(a) generD.l instru.ctions for administration, 

(b) specific instn1ctions for administrction, 

The e;enero.l instructions outline many of tho principles which apply to 

all indiv iduo,1 sta.ndardi sed tests si.i ch as the comfort of the nubj ect, the 

€:stablishnent of rapport~ tho ma.int<.mancc of standard condi tionn o.nd how to 

start and can.plete the test, Aa well, procedures governing this test as a 

whole arc included, - scoring methods• timings, rest periods, and the use of 

alternative items, 

The specific instructions for the test fonn the major portion o:t' the 

manual, Each item is numborcd and labelled and the required material for 

the item is described, The procedure is outlined with r..ctunl words said 

to an exwninee underlined, A scoring criterion canpletes each item, 

At the conclusion of the manui1l a complete list of equipment is 

available to make checking of the test material rapid, 

be seen in Plnte I , and is listed in Appendix XII, 

This eq_uipment ma.y 
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SECTION VI 

STANDARDISATION 

6,1 General Ai.ms 

The aim of the standardisation was to obtain nonus for the modified 

test and to provide a, more ad.equate basis for further test analysis and 

revision, The general plan was to adminif.lter the test to a sa.mple of middle 

class "nonnaln urban children of European descent, Testing was carried out 

during April 1967 on approximately 300 children between the ages of 5 years 

and 8 years who were attending State schools in the Mt. Roskill Borough 

within the .Auckland urban area, The seventeen exam:i.ners were full-time 

students at the University of Auckland, 

It was never intended that, the results of the: standardisation should 

be used for purposes beyond providing 

(a) an initial proving ground for the testt 

(b) some sta.tisticc.1 data to describe the test's characterisHcs I and 

(c) a basis upon which a future larger scale st:--ana.ardisation o,nd/or 

subsequent revisions might be made. 

It should provide reasom,ble norms on o.. sam9le of 300 New Zea.land 

children against which other children I G perfonnnnces could be compared, 

6.2 Selection of the Subjects 

Practico.J. considerations involved in standardisation enforced the choice 

of o. suitable area in the Auckland urban o.rea, Limiting factors were the 

convenience of transport of examiners to schools and the finding of an area 
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in which socio-economic levels were neither predominantly upper or lower. 

There was the necessity of avoiding areas with large proportions of non

European children, and lastly, the area chosen must have schools whose 

Head tEiachcrs were willing to co-operate in the survey. This ruled ant 

schools in which othe:r. research was current and schools which had often 

been guinea-pigs for experimental work of an educational nature. 

6.2,1 Area Choice and Description 

An exo.mination of a social geography of Auckland (Pool 1959} revealed 

that the most sui tl."'.ble t\rea fulfilling requirements would be Mount Roskill. 

Borough, This borough is in three divisions, 'l'hree Kings, Royul Ocie o.nd 

Hillsborough. After est'l,blishing that most Headteachers would be co-

operative and that transport serv-iccs were as convenient o.s o.ny that could 

be found in Aucklnnd, a brief su:rvey of the area's chr..rn,ctcristics was made. 

Mt. Roskill Borough is a donnitory suburb of Auckland, the socio

economic level which is middle-cl11Ss with a. slight bias towards the upper 

class. Less than 2% of the total population is of non-European descent, 

From the map (F'ig, 2) the th:rce divisions of the borough co.n be seen to be 

of three status-possession grades: Three Kings; lower upper, Hillsborough; 

upper middle, and Royal Oo.k; lower middle (Pool 1959). 

Within the whole borough there were in 1966, 94 71 housing uni ts, 

1050 of which were flats and 1975 "being Sto..te owned, The remainder were 

detached private dwellings, From Fig. 3. the status-possession index of 

each division may be compared with the rest of Auckland. 

proportion of the borough hes been built up since 1939. 

The major 

Table 6 showo the 
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percentages of male residents of the Mt. Roskill Borough typed :i.n main 

occupational categories. 

TABLE 6 

Percentages of Male Hedden ts (Mt, nos kill Borough) 

in Main Occupationa.l Types 

Professional and 
technical workers 

Managerial and 
acJministrative and 
clerical ·workers 

rl'ransport and 
service 1rorkcrs 

Sales 

Semi-skilled and 
unskilled labourrirs 

Royal 
Oak 

23 

13 

11 

39 

Hi Us borough 

10 

24 

12 

13 

41 

'I'hree 
Kings 

7 

18 

12 

49 

Mt,Roskill 
Borough 

10 

22 

13 

12 

43 

The categories outlined are d2rived fran groupings used by Congalton 

( 1953) with figures based on calculations frcm Pool ( 1959), 

6.2.2 School Contacts 

Having decided that children attending schools in tho Mt. Roskill 

Borough would provide a suitable refer12nce group, pennission for testiri.g in 

the ten schools in the a:rcn1, wo.s requested from 1.1nd grunted by the Auckl~ind 

Education Board and the District Senior Inspector of Schools. Mr, F, Orgio.s 1 

Senior Inspector of Schools, wrote to the teachers of the ten schools asking 

for their cooperation during testing. When visi tea. at their school, all 

Head Teachers go.Ve their consent verbnlly, 
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A le~ter was sent to Headteachers asking for the names and relevant 

detail;; of aJ.l children who had not had their eighth birthday, with sufficient 

fonns (see Appendix VI) to provide for standard replies. The text of the 

letter l'ead: 

"To enable a randan selection of young children at ycur school to 
be made, I would be grateful if you could give, me the nanws, ages, 
etc, of all children in your school who ha.Ve not yet had their 
eighth birthday, i.e. those below 7 years, 9 months on the 1st January, 
196'(. 

To standardise ini'ormation and to cause least interruption to your 
school, the following procedure LJ suggested: 

1. Give to each teacher with children below eight years, two of 
the attached fonns, one• for boys and one for girls. 

2. Af't,.:;r the heading has been CO!ll}_)leted, the boys' names are to be 
listed alphabetically on one sheet. Names and thr: first two 
columns may be copied from the register. 

3. Datt, of birth frcrn the Progress Card (E 19/22). 

4. Teachers are asked to give a rating of the child I s 2stimatod 
ability in number on a 5-point scale as would be done for .':1, 

progress co.rd, 

5. In the remarks column, the following info:nnation is needed 

(o.) Prolonged absences - total of more thc.n one month d!.lring 
schooling so fax·. 

(b) Hon-European descent or JBnglish riot spoker, at home. 

( c) Abnormalities of physique, emotions or behaviour. 

( d) Anything else thought to be relevant," 
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6.2.3 Sampling Procedures 

The replies to the lettc• r were received from only eight of the ten 

schooJ.s to which they were sent. Since non-reply could only be assumed 

to be a degree of tacit disapproval by the two schooJ.s concerned, the 

selection of children went ahead using the class lists submitted fran those 

schools which did reply, 

Table 7 gives the appropriate figures selection, 

TABLE 7 

Returns frcrn Mt, Ros kill Schools with numbers selected for 

es ll'l.Q: accordirui: to appropria t t' . t t e -percen ages 
I II III IV Ii 

Total Exclusions Total ava- Quota for ij Numbers per 
children ilable for , sample 1 school 
5 to 8 yrs selection l 

boys girls boys girls boys girls both percentage: , "6oys girls total 
boys girls 

' 
Mt,Roski 1 74 81 7 4 67 77 144 11 13 16 20 36 

Wesley 72 60 26 20 46 40 86 8 6 12 9 21 

Marshall 
Laing 180 170 44 37 136 133 269 24 22 34 31 65 

Dcminion 
Road 52 59 11 12 lil 47 88 '{ 8 10 12 22 

Three I Kings 66 51 15 6 51 45 96 9 7 12 10 22 
I 

Hillsbor :ugh 
90 97 13 3 77 94 171 13 15 20 21 41 

May Road 114 ll4 29 24 85 90 175 15 15 22 22 44 

Royal 
Oak 95 94 12 7 83 87 170 13 1l~ 24 25 49 

Total 743 726 157 113 586 613 1199 100 100 1150 150 300 
I ' 

Colurnn II, Table 7, gives the total numbers of children exluded fran 
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the population to be sampled, The reference group's characteristics 

were earlier described as "ordinary" children of European descent attenc1.ing 

state schools in a middle class urban area, 

excluded from possible selection if 

Children were therefore 

(a) they were of predominantly non-turopean descent 

(b) the language spoken in the heme was not English 

( c) they exhibited gross abnonnali ties in physique, emotions or 

behaviour, or sensory defects. Judgement of gross abnonnali ty 

was largely subjective, The criterion used was that if the 

abnonnali ty daninatcd the child's way of life and seriously 

interfered with nonnal learning, then exclusion was made. 

Those children whose defects e ,g. suspect hearing, speech 

difficulties or disobedient behaviour were noteworthy but did 

not impede their general development remained in the population 

to be sampled, 

( d) their attendance at school had been interrupted. Any child 

whose absences totalled more than one month was excluded, 

After exclusion, the children remaining formed a pool from which 

the sample was to be dra,m according to tho children I s birth dates. 



'l'ABLE 8 

Numbers of Children Selected for Testing 

I ! I 

I , 
Jan/Feb July/Aug, ,Jan/Feb Jul/Aug Jan/Feb 1 Jul/Aug/ B:Li'thdates 

1962 1961 1961 1960 1960 1959 I 
i 

6,3 6,9 Age in years & mths ! 5,3 5,9 7,3 7,9 

Sex ! 
B G B G B G B G B G B G B G Both I 

l 

l 
Mt, Roskill . 2 4 2 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 16 20 36 I 

1 
I 

Wesley ' 2 1 2 1 2 l 2 2 2 2 2 2112 9 21 ,, 

Marshall Laing 6 5 6 5 6 ,-
) 6 5 5 5 5 6 I 34 31 65 

Dcminion Road I 2 2 2 2 1 0 
L l 2 2 2 2 2 10 12 0') 

LL 

' Three Kings I 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 12 10 22 
\ 

Hillsborough I 4 4 4 4 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 20 21 41 
I 

May Road 
I 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 4 4 ll 4 22 22 lr l1 

Royal Oak I 
3 4 3 3 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 i 24 25 49 : 

! i ,. 

25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 I 150 300 I 25231150 
c> 



All children whose birthdates fell on the appropriate months of 

,January, February, July and August fran July 1959 until February 1962 
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were extracted from the pool and listed alphabetically in schools, Every 

fourth child was drawn by lot until the quota (as in Table 8) for each 

school was filled, On the few occasions when insufficient children 

were available, children whose birthdays fell nearest to the appropriate 

months were selected, rrhesc fell within a fortnight of the rcq_uired 

dates, In this random drawing no attempt was madt", to stratify factors 

of intelligence, achh:Vement or socio-c1cona11ic grade, It is assumed that 

in a large enough sample these factors would t,3nd balance out and fonn 

a representative sample of the designated population, 

Lists of the children drawn were drafted with their relevant details 

and sent to the Headteachers of the appru9riate schools and given to 

examin0rs immediately prior to their working in the schools, The 

emergency replacements in case of absences were dra;wn at tho rate of one 

child in each age group at each school, 

6.2.4 Deletion of Pre-School Children 

A survey of preschool facili tics in the Mt. Roskill Borouc;h was 

made. There were 3 Kindergartens (Akarana AV(i,, Hillsborough and Mt, 

Rosldll), and 11 Play Centres (Hillsborough, Hogan, Griffin Park and St, 

Giles). 

These, when contacted were discovered to have between 60 and 70 

children whose birthdays fell in the months of July and August 1962. 

This was felt to be a rather small number froffi which to select a sample of 

fifty children aged 4 yrs 9 mths, To have gathered a sufficient number 



by other means was beyond the present resources of time and money, 

A further practical reason for not testinr; preschool children was 

because of limited testing facilities and times available to examiners. 

As most children attended for part of a week only, examiners I timings 

had to be very specific. For most examiners testing in Kindergartens or 

Play Centres was impossible because of the timing factor, 

Rather than work with a biased sample, it was relucta,ntly decided 

to eliminate this group from the testing, Knowing this fact early 

enough allowed the addition of the 7 years 9 months category to the school 

age group, thus raising the sampling from the uilot trial age range of 

tt years 9 months to 7 years 3 months to the standardisation ran;:,;e of 

5 years 3 months to 7 years 9 months, 

6. 3 Method of 'resting 

The number of children between 5 years and 8 yrs attending State 

schools in the Mt. Roskill Borough during February 1967 was 1817, Because 

of non-reply of two schools 1469 children remainc d, After exclusions 

were made according to the defined criteria, 1199 children fanned a pool 

frcr11 which 300 were chosen, on a quota sampling basis, to be tested. 

Headteachers alerted the parents of these children and no objections were 

received, It was hoped that testing would take place between 3rd and 

21st April but time was extended to the end of April to allow tGsting to 

be completed, April was judged the best month as it was near the 

beginning of the year, the time most teachers require information on 

individual children I s progress and areas of strength and W,!akness. On 

the other hand it was not too early after the Christi--nas vacation for the 
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children to be unsettled on their return to school or to have "forgotten" 

what they had been taught the previous year. 

Not all children selected in the sarm:ile were tested, SQne were 

absent during days the examiner was at the school. Wastage also occurred 

When a child's behaviour made :Lt im:possible to maintain standard testing 

conc1i tions. Sane protocols of children tested were rejected later because 

of insufficient recorded data, 

Children were tested at the school in suitable rooms - staff rooms, 

sick-bay or librar"J, set aside for the purpose, Examiners were free to 

visit the school any time to test during :3chool hours, They scheduled 

their own visits to suit their lecture and other personal commitments. 

They were asked to vary their time of testing so that times rangE'!d throughout 

the day with no emphasis on any one period, Ylost spent whole days testing, 

but they were asked to aliow children breaks at playtimes and lunchtimes and 

when a child seemed noticeably fatigued., 

Order of i tern presentation was not fixed except that the Oral Problems 

were to bo given first. When visited and observed, it was noticed that each 

examiner was tending to develop his own sequence, some maintained numerical 

orde:r, some grouped similar items eSJJecially whcm the apparatus was used for 

more than one ite..m; and others as they became more experienced, alternated 

easier and harder items, This variation in pr8sentation was not discouraged 

as it was felt likely that teachers, if they used the test, would develop 

their own style to suit their particular purpose. 

6.4 Description of Examiners 

Since all testing was on an individual basis, a great many examiner 

hours were required to can.plote the standardisation samnle, With practi cc ~ 
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one tester could canplete a maximum of five children per day, most achieving 

only four, In all, seventeen examiners contributed, all being senior 

University undergraduates and graduates with experience with children, 

tests and testing, 

6,4,1 Trai,.!:!:ipg of Examiners 

Training was aimed at giving examiners familiarity with the aims of 

the test, its administration and scoring, and at achieving a reasonable degree 

of standardisation of presentation, Em11hasis was made on establishing good 

rapport, fluent presentation of the items without extra cues and objectivity 

in marking, 

The letter sent to all examiners gives the practical steps in the 

training programme, It reads, 

"Many thanks for volunteering to help me with my test standardisation, 
As you will realise the task would be a trG1nendous one for one 
person, and would be open to all the bias of that person, By 
your assistance, you will not only be helping me :personally but 
you will contribute to the variations of administration which 
will be given to the test should it, in its final form, prove 
to be of :practical value. 

The prasrar.me involving you is as follows 

(a) Introduction, Denonstration, & Explanation of the test 
(b) Follow-up meeting to iron out an,y difficulties 
(c) Testing of children in the sample 
( d) Return of tests, scorosheets and canments, advice and 

criticisms, 

All meetings will bu held in the downstairs lab. at Wyn:yard St, 
The introductory meeting will be held at two alternate times -
your attendance at~ only of these is necessary. 

Tues day 21 M a-,ch at T :9 ,m, 
or Thurs day 23 March at 7 p ,m, 

If you cannot attend ci thcr of these, please phono 294-162. 

Having tried out the test a couple of times on unsuspecting but 
kindhearted friends, you may have no problems in its scori111j or 
administration, If so, you will have no need to attend the follow-
up meeting which will be on 

Thurs day 30 March at 7 p .m. 



Do attend if you have any gueries, or ring me if this is easier, 

'rl1e randan selection of children has not yet been completed, 
When it has, a list of children and relevant information will 
be posted to you. 

It is hoped. that testing will begin on April 3rd, and be 
finished by April 21st, Between these dates it is hoped that 
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yoJ. will be able to phone the Head Teacher of the school concerned 
and e.rrange times for testing that are convenient to h:L11 and 
yourself, All Heads have been contacted and are looking forward 
to the visits. 

With the list of children will be sent a supply of I Comment 
Sheets 1 • These can be given to intcn:stc:d t~achers ( and 
collected again) for their comments. Please fill one in yourself 
when you have finished testing, As you will sec: the areas arl, 
broad to provide: for a whole variety of unstructured answers 11 , 

The training programrn,_:: was completed satisfactorily and unchanged 

except for the ext,:.msion of the testinc; period to the end of April. The 

11 Ccmment Sheet" mentioned in the letter is discussed in Section 9,2,4, 

It would have bec.:n uscfu.l to have observed each of tho examiners 

"testing" subjects before standardisation began, but the time element 

involved made this im:pos siblc, Most of the examiners were visited at the 

scllools where they were testing to allow the solving of individual !H'oblems 

as they occurred, f3anc made use of telephone, canmun:i.cation for the salJK-

purpose. 

Before training each examiner was q_;ivcn an administration handbook, 

a sot of equipment and a sufficient supply of scoresheets, Immediately 

prior to the final training night, they were sent by post their lists of 

subjects, schools, etc, and they were left to make their own arrangements 

with ;the respective headteachers. 

with one or two other testers, 

All except two examiners shared schools 

One other volunteer, a full t:i.rn.e teacher, uart time student, wished 



to do some testing but was unavailable to participate in the standardisation, 

'11hrough the cooperation and interest of her headteacher, she tested a '.iroup 

of 10 Maori children as close to 6!2 years of age as :i_:iossible, provided they 

weren't excluded on other criteria, They came from homes where English 

was spoken, 'r'ne results from these 'faori children from the Uaterlea School 

are discussed elsewhere, 
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SF.cTION VII 

STATISTICAL CI-L4.RACTERISTICS 

The no:rms of the standardisation test are 1Jased on the scores of 269 

children from the Mt. Roskill Borough, a suburban area of Auckland, They 

were chosen at randcm after exceptional (as defined in 6,2,3) children had 

been eliminated fran the lists supplied by the schools in this area, The 

original plan called for the testiP~ of fifty children (25 boys and 25 girls) 

at each of the following ag c lcv els: 4 years 9 months, 5 years 3 months , 

5 years 9 months, 6 years 3 months, 6 years 9 months, 7 years 3 months, and 

7 years 9 months, For various reasons, outlined in 6,3, the target of 350 

children was not achieved, 

When all test protocols had been satisfactorily scored, the appropriate 

details were ccmmi tted to punch cards to enable the statistical data to be 

extracted by computer, The programme was written in Fortran II by Mr, D,J, 

Millener (see Appendix VII), 

The statistical data applied to all 119 i terns of the test, For the 

:purpose of the statistice,l analysis, no differentiation was made between 

basic items and alternatives. 

7 .1 Means and Standard Deviations of Total Test Scores 

Tablo 9 gives the means and standard deviations of total test 

scores at each age group for boys and eirls separately and combined, 
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TABLE 9 

Means and standard deviations of 

total test scores 

Age Boys I G.i.rls I Both I 
I I 

yr. & mth. N Mean S.D. N Mean S,D. I N Mean S,D, 

5,3 24 13.5 4.4 19 12.6 4,6 43 13 .1 4,5 

5.9 23 18,5 4,7 21 21.5 7,5 44 20,0 6,3 

6,3 22 25,5 8,7 25 26,7 10.0 47 26.1 9,3 

6,9 25 31.0 9,7 28 31.0 10.6 53 31.0 10.1 

7,3 23 36,7 9,1 22 41.1 6.1 45 38,9 8.o 
7,9 19 41.1 7.6 18 42.1 6,5 37 41,5 7,0 

I 

L 136 27,3 12.2 133 29.2 12.7 269 28,2 12.4 
I 

7.2 Sex Differences 

As can be seen from Table 9, the scores of boys and girls were in 

reasonably close agreement by age level, This suggested the combining of 

the sexes by age levels if it could be shown that no statistically significant 

sex differences existed, 

Hanogenei ty was tested by an analysis of varie,ncc which gave the 

following results -

F ratio = 5,41 

df = 1, 5, 

p > .05. 

As there is no evidence of significant differences between mean scores for 

boys and girls by age levels, it was therefore decided to pool the boys' 

and girls I data at each age level. 

As an additional check, a linear regression analysis for boys and for 



girls of raw scores against age was made ( see Table 10). 

TABLE 10 

Significance of Differences between Boys I and 

Girls I Regression Lines Data, (See Appendix VII) 

l I 
Source of Variance : df Significance 

I 

I 
Spreads I 134,131 F = .&874 p > ,05 

Means 265 t :::: -1,3794 
I 

:9 > ,05 
1 

Slopes 265 t = ,1332 I p > ,05 
2 

; I 
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As can be seen from the non-significance of the F ratio in 'l1 able 10, 

the spreads from the regression lines for boys and girls are not signifi-

cantly different, Similarly, there is no significant difference -between 

boys' and girls I means (t1 ), nor between the slopes of the boys I and girls 1 

regression lines (t2 ), 

'rhe pooled data thus fo:nns a more stable estimate of the }?opulation 

variance, 

7,3 Age Differences 

As would be expected, raw score means increase: regularly with cl{!;e, 

When inspected separately (see Table 9) the means for both boys and girls 

are approximately equal except for th1.:: girls in the 7 years 3 months age 

group, This group scored more highly than would have, been expected. 

The moan difference between the combined score means by age is 

5,6, This difference is retained throughout the major ~ortion of the age 

range but is halved between the two oldest groups. The discrimination 
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power of the test at this age is therefore restricted. 

Standard deviations, slightly constricted in the lowest age (iroup, 

tend to ranain relatively constant with a slight constriction towards the 

higher age range. 

The means and stande,rd deviations as outlined in Table 10 and in 

Fig. 16. are those used to produce the arithmetic age and st8.ndard score 

nonns. 

7, 4 Reliability 

In the broadest sense test relia~ility indicates the extent to which 

individual differences in test scores are attributable to chance errors of 

measurement, and the extent to which they are attributable to true differences 

in the characteristic under consideration, Every measure of test reliability 

denotes what proportion of the total variance of test scores is "error 

variance", The reliability co-efficient of a test may be defined as the 

:,:,atio of the variance of truo scores to the variance of obtained scores (madl 

up of true measure and error), Lindq_uist ( 1959) lists the four major 

procedures for obtaining a reliability coefficient. 

1. Adninistration of two equivalent t0sts and the correlation of 

the resulting scores. 

2, Repeated a&ninistration of the same test and correlation of the 

resulting scores, 

3. Sub-division of a single test into two presumably equivalent 

groups of items, each scored separately, and correlation of 

the resulting two scores, 

4. Analysis of the variancu anong individual items, and detennination 

of the error variance therefrom, 
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Since the adninistration of two equivalent tests requires the 

construction of ti<J'O equivalent tests e.nd as this was deemed neither possible 

nor necessary within the present framework of this work, this procedure is 

ruled out. 

The repeated administration of the sane test (test - retest) was 

ruled out for two reasons, First, the practical consideration of examiners 1 

time, and the disruption to schcolroutines both made a follow-u:9 retest 

impossible. Secondly, since many of the i terns arc~ distinctive and likely 

to lead the subjects to repeat the same response as before unless the time 

between administrations was sufficiently lon3;, Time btctwcen administrations, 

however, would neCc:d to be kept short because of the ccmparatively rapid 

dc~elopmcnt of children at this age, This would apply to an equivalent 

form of thl: test if one were availablG, 

As it so often happens in the interests of the econcmy of both time 

and money, it becomes necessary to set up procedures for c,xtracting a 

reliability co-efficient frcm a single administration of a single test, 

'l'hc split half method subdivides the total test artificially into two 

hall-length tests and correlates the scores on those, This correlation 

gives the reliability, not of the full tc:st, but of one only hali' as long, 

'11hc manner of assembling the split in this case, was to order the items 

according to their degree of difficulty and to make the suli t on an 

odd-even basis. Ccmparabili ty of the halvos is assu.ined by the fact that 

they produce strailar means, standard deviations, distributions, and have 

similar contents, ( 2r10 ) Applying the Spearman-Brown formula rtt = 1+;\ a 

reliability co-efficient of ,9984 was ccmputed, ~n1i s co-efficient is 
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abnonnally high for the followine reasons, By ranking the items in 

order of difficulty and splitting the test in odd-even fashion, each 

individual will necessarily have practically identical scores on the 

two halves, Because of the lack of time interval between the two 

:oerformances, two important sources of error variance are eliminated -

day to day fluctuations in conditions and minute to minute variation 

in perfonnance·, The recommendation of this way of splitting the test 

is its simplicity and ob,icctivi ty, Alternate ways of splitting the 

test were considered and discarded because their disadvantages outveighed 

factors in their favour, None s<~emed as satisfactory a method for 

sub-dividing the total test into two halves as onCo which is easily 

understood an.d t?asily replicated, 

Several statisticians have designed :i;iroccdures to make use of all of 

the information about consistency of pcrfonnance from item to item within 

the test, thus providing a unique estimate of internal consistencv. The 

most generally useful of these formulas and the one most suitable in 

estimating the consistency of performance on a relatively homoGeneous power 

test at a particular point is time is the Kuder-Richardson formula 20, 

rtt = ,96 (see Appendix VII), 

The relationship of total test variance to item variance again seems 

unnaturally high, Two factors contribute to this - hanogeneity of item 

content and the fact that the subject I s diurnal variation is not represcntc, 

in the estimate, It could be argued the,t since some children do not 

atten:9t all itoms O this too would inflate the co-efficient, In practi cc , 

however, there is little point in getting children to attempt items which 
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are far too difficult for them, or those which are far too easy, It must 

be acknowledged, however, that this would tend to raise the value of the 

Kuder-Richardson estimate, 

The Kuder-Richardson co-efficient, based on an analysis of the items 

in a single test, is sufficientl,y different from the co-efficient which is 

derived by correlating scores on equivalent fonns of a test, that scme 

writers have ob,jected to any use of the tenn "reliability11 • rrhey sneak 

of it as "internal consistency 11 (Anastasi, 1959), The basic difference 

is found in the relationship of homogeneity of the functions measured to 

the two types of indices of consistency of performance, In the Kuder-

Richardson fonnula, homogeneity of function measured is the basic asswm:ition. 

Each i tcm in the test is considered to memmrc the same factor or the same 

weighted combination of factors as every other, Variation in the factors 

measured from item to item results in a lower index of consistency, since 

this difference in factors measured lowers the correlation between items 

in just the same wa,,y that error variance does. /1. necessary condition for 

obtaining a high consistency index in this case is, therefore, substantial 

correlation of each item with every other, Le, a substantial factor 

common to all. 

In other procedures using test-retest, parallel fonns, and split half 

methods, it is possible to r;et high consistency from test to tc,st even 

though no item within a single test has any correlation with any other item 

in that test (Guilford, 1956), It is possible to obtain consistency of 

performance from one testing to A,nothcr with a v0~r mixed and heterogeneous 

test, This tvpe of stability is not represented in the Knder-Richardson 

interr"'! 0 cnsistr:mcy analysis. 
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This arithmetic test, therefore, may be said to have a high 

degree of internal consistency. One mav claim that with a co-efficient 

of • 9669 the i terns in this arithmetic test measure almost the same 

factor or same weighted combination of factors as every other, 

Indeed, this was precisely what the test was designecl to do. 

7,5 Validity 

Cronbach ( 1960) states that the test user wants to know , , , "for 

what decisions is this test valid'?" It is reCJ.uir(:;d that the test 

constructor demonstrate that his test is valid for the purpose for 

which it was intended, It is assu.incd that this arithmetic test will 

be used to measure children's ability in number, to diagnos,:c areas of 

strength and weakness in arithmetic attainment, and to assess remedial 

measures taken, Fran present performance,, future 1)rogress may be 

predicted, These requir,:; that each of the tY:?es of validity discussed 

by Cronbach (1960) be demonstrated - content, construct, concurrent 

and predictive, 

Valdidity has two aspects - "relevance" and "reliability", 

Heliabili ty concerns the accuracy and com;istency with which the test 

measures, 'Ehis has been dealt with in section 7,11, Relevance 

concerns the closeness of agreement between what the test measures 

and the function that it is used to measure, The test was designed 

to measure the level of understanding of nu.mber conce:i,ts and principles 

in children in Primer classes in New Zealand schools, 

of the test rests largely on its content, 

The validity 
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7,5.1 Content Validity 

Content validity is especially pertinent in the evaluation of 

achievement tests which this arithmetic test fundamentally is. Since 

the content area of number for Primer children is defined by the New 

Zealand Department of Education Syllabus, a canparison of the test items 

and their weightings can be compared with the syllabus to ensure 

adequate content sampling, Although care has been taken to avoid the 

obvious pitfalls in test construction 9 e,g. overloading in those aspects 

of infant number which lend thamselves more readily to testing, reliance 

on the subject's ability to understand verbal instructions, or the 

introduction of speed thus favouring quick children; each user will have 

to satisfy himself that the test is valid in measuring those number 

concepts and principles that he wants children to know during their infant 

schooling, The user should ask himself two questions: 

(a) How completely does this arithmetic test caver all aspects of 

the infant number programme? 

(b) How representative of the possible infinity of items available 

for the test. are the items actually selected? 

Ccmpleteness of Coverage 

It has already been outlined how the syllabuses, handbooks, and 

arithmetic texts have been analysed for their content, Fran this 

analysis it was seen how 23 areas in infant number were considered 

important enough to be represented in the test, Beco.use number 

experiences were given to children in a spiral sequence, this some 

spiral sequence may be seen in the test itself. Each area tested is 



done so at least twice except rote counting, addition and subtraction, 

spatial relationships, and understanding zero. The individual items 

testing these contained more than one samnle to ensure a child I s 

understanding of the concept, 

of difficulty. 

~fost areas were tested at three levels 

To ensure perfect coverage the test would becane unmanageable in 

length, 'ro climina te further items could destroy diagnostic value. 

The "experts" to whom the test outline was submitted bcifore the 

preliminary try-out was made, failc,d to find areas of the syllabus which 

were untapped by the test, These may come to light as the test is used 

more extensively, 

Representativeness of Items 

It has already been described how a large pool of acceptable items 

was created using as much forethought and help from texts, tests, 

classroom practices and the li teraturc as possible. These items were 

tried out on snall groups of children at various age levels with 

improvements being made up until the time the standardisation was carried 

out. A pilot trial was run and the data therefran was subjected to an 

i tL-m analysis in which each i tcm was correlated with the total score 

for the test and with each other, High correlc.tion with the total 3,nd 

moderate inter-correlation with other items were essential criteria 

for item selection, The high internal consistency estimate suggests 

that i tens are hanogeneous. 

Sum.mary syllabuses are provided in Appendixes I and II. When 

test content is compored loi:sically with these summaries it can be seen 
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that the test can give a fair measure of perfonnance on most of the 

topics, 

Construct Validity 

Construct validation is an analysis of the meaning of test scores 

in tenns of psychological concepts (Cronbach, 1960), It is best 

established through a lone; continued. interplay between observation, 

reasoning, and insight by test users and researchers, The interpretation 

of a test is built up very gradually and :9robably is never complete, 

As knowledge develops, one can arrive at a more ccmplete listing of the 

influences that affect the test score, and may be able to estimate the 

strength and character of each influence. S'uch a beginning may be seen 

in the discussion of the test in section 9, At this stage of its growth, 

little more can be said about the construct validity of this arithmetic 

test, 

Concurrent and Predictive Valdid.ity 

Both these types of validity seek to determine the extent of 

correlation between the arithmetic test scores and the criterion which 

in this case is the children I s ability and attainment in number, To 

obtain a valid measure of this criterion is difficult; in fact, it is 

to provide such a criterion that the test was constructed, Teacher 

ratings were felt to be the best available source of a criterion measure, 

Teachers were asked to rate each child on a 5 point scale (superior, 

above average, average, below average, weak in number) - the rating to 

be that of the child's ability in number, The definition of the 

ability being re,ted was intentionally left vague. It emphasised 
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neither attainment nor rate of learning nor potential. ·-1:ost teachers 

were loath to give a rating as they se.id their knowledge of the 

children's number ability was scant, It was agreed that this was 

so, as far as the children in the 5 years 3 months r,roup was concerned 

and no ratings were required for this group. It was also felt that, 

as most teachers of infant children were not reciuired to rate those 

children in number progress, test score correla.tions with teacher 

ratings should be interpreted with caution, 

Children were rated initially at the tirae of testing (April, 1967) 

and a year later in 1968, At the second rating, the teachers of the 

children were in aJrnost all cases different teachers. 

TABLE 11 

'I'eachcr Ratini:i;s of Chil dr ens Ahili ty in Number 

Mean Standard Deviation 

1967 2,94 o. 79 

1968 2.93 o.86 

Nonnal 
rating 3,00 0,95 

TABLE 12 

Correlation between Teacher Ratino;s and Test Scores 

'J.'eacher 'reacher 'l'est 
Ratings Ratings Scores 

1967 1968 

1.00 ,60 . 48 '.l'eacher Eatings 1967 

1.00 .46 Teacher ratings 1968 

1.00 Test Scores 1967 
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When intepreting validity coefficients, the reliability and 

validity of the criterion measures must be high, Ratings by judges 

are notoriously weak and there seP.ms to be no reason to sunuose that 

teachers should perform better at this task than others, 'l'hey do, 

however, have a dav-to-d.ay relationshiu with their children and should 

be able on such a coarse scale as a five point rating be able to rate 

with some reliability, A comparison of teacher ratings in 19iS7 and 

1968 gives a correlation coefficient of , 60, ( see Table 12), 

It is likely that teachers as a group use a similar method of 

grading children, possibly inferring their mathematical ability fraa 

their more~ general abi li ti As - language, attentiveness, speed of 

response etc, Assuming that these variables remain relatively constant, 

it would be expected that teachers' ratin,'<;S of children would remain 

relatively constant, The fact that this did occur is a hopeful sign 

( concurrent and predictive validity coefficients being • 48 and , 46 

respectively) and an r,ncourago.nent l<'::adincr, towards further ,~xporimental 

investigation, 

7,5,4 Summary on V ali di ty 

I1'or test constructors, a demonstration of validity for a test 

begins after. the: completion of standardisation procedures, This is 

particularly true for new t0sts where the mr,,,jor efforts of the immediate 

past have been spent in the practical asp,~cts of standardisation, It 

is generally only after the release of a test in its more or less 

completed form that valida,tion data can be collected, 9referably by 

those interested or courageous enou15h to try out the test in well--designec 
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To the present stage of development, the test I s main -worth is 

based on its content validity which is a special case of logical 

relevance (Lindqµist, 1959), It is a content reference test which is 

considered to possess curricula relevance to the extent that it tests 

children's knowledge and effective grasp of number facts and nrinciples 

and can test them in relatively novel situations, By canparing test 

content and syllabus requirements, a user may sa,tisfy himself that the 

test has content validity (representativeness, and relevance), It 

must be added, however, that this does not imply canplete coverage of 

the syllabus. 

Construct validity requires time, As already stated, there is a 

need for a long continued inter-play between observation, reasoning and 

imagination. Since construct validation is an analysis of the meaning 

of test scores in te:rrns of psychological concepts, it is obvious that 

none of the basic requirements, ._:: ,g, the part that general intelligence 

plays in understanding nwnber concepts, have been investigated. There 

will be a need to discover what constructs might account for test 

performance, a need to derive testa,ble hypotheses surrounding these 

constructs, and a need to carry out empirical studies to test these 

hypotheses, 

A validity coefficient of , 48 was derived by correlating teacher 

ratings ( 1967) with test scores, This may be taken as a satisfactory 

index of concurrent validity, particularly when it is considered how 

unstable the ratings of teachers are when made on young children, The 



correlation between teacher ratings made during the standardisation 

and ratings of a year later was • 60, 
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Although there was a correlation of • 46 between test scores ( 1967) 

and teacher ratings (1968) no claim is made for predictive validity, 

As Lindquist ( 1959) points out, a third testing srnm;>le in required to 

dete:rmine the predictive power or validi tv of a test, This would require 

an ap-propriately designed experiment to determine the validity and 

power of the test's measurement and diagnostic capab:'..li ties, In 

particular, an effort would be needed to ascertain what information the 

test gives over and above what the <:X})<,rienced teacher already knows 

about a child or can see by observation in the classroom, 

It is tentatively suggested that the te:st adds sanething to a 

teacher's knowledge of a child's :9erfonnance in number (r = ,48); but 

it is more definite though that, at the:, Dresent stage, predictive validity 

(. 46) is greater than the product of the correlation of teacher ratinss 

and concurrent vaJidi ty ( , 60 x , 48 = , 29) , 

The statistical data so far gathered is descriptive and it is 

reiterated that further expcrnaent is needed to provide data sufficiently 

powerful to produce fertile bases for wide ranginc inferences, 

7,6 Item Analysis 

'Ebe major objective of an item analysis is to obtain objective 

information concerning the items of the test. This is usually given 

in the fo:rm of an index of validity ("v") where the te:tm validity is used 

in a very broad sense, The approach chosen here is the: third of 
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TABLE 13 

Statistical Characteristics of Items includipg 

validi t;z and difficulty indices 

Item Proportion Difficulty Order Bottom 1rop 27;0 P la,nagan I s r & 11v 11 value 
Number of Passes Index ( z) of 27% 9ropor- post- pre-

dif.fi- propor- tion ..;te,ndard- standard-
culty tion passing isation isation 

I'assin~ 

1 98, 1lr1~~ - 2,08 3= ,95 1.0 .40 .oo 
') 
L. 100.00 - 3,7 l 1.00 1.0 ,00 .60 
3 95, 9107 - 1, 7lr 5= . 86 1.0 ,59 , 72 
4 95,5390 - 1.70 7 ,85 J..O ,60 ,68 
5 98,1412 - 2.08 3= ,95 1.0 • 40 ,00 
6 85.1301 - 1.olr 13 ,55 1.0 .81 ,60 
6A 95 ,9107 - l. 7lr 5= .85 LO .60 ,72 
'7 75,0929 = ,Ge 15 ,23 1.0 ,91 ,88 
8 86.2453 - 1,09 12 ,56 J..O ,80 ,88 
9 93, 3085 - 1.50 8= • 78 1.0 ,68 ,72 

10 90. r(o63 - 1.32 10 ,71 1.0 • 72 ,83 
11 98, 5130 - 2. 1 '7 2 ,96 1.0 ,38 • 79 
12 93,3085 - 1.50 Q:-;; , 79 1.0 ,66 , 79 
121\. 90 ,33115 - 1.30 11 ,74 1.0 ,71 ,88 
l?, 73,2342 - ,62 16 ,22 1,0 ,9]: , 70 
14 79.1821 - .81 1lt • 48 1.0 .84 ,94 
15 70 ,6319 , 5 lr 1'7 .23 1.0 ,91 , 70 
16 56. 8773 - ,17 25 ,16 ,97 ,82 ,70 
17 63,5687 - ,35 22. ,29 l.O ,90 ,94 
18 64,3122 - ,37 21 .18 1.0 ,92 ,94 
18A 69.5167 - ,51 18 ,21 1.0 ,91 ,94 
19 44.6096 + .14 33 .oo ,96 ,94 • 70 
~~o 68.02rr - .Jr7 20 ,07 1.0 ,94 ,88 
21 58,7360 - .22 24 ,10 ,9~ ,90 • 9l+ 
22 56.8773 - ,1 7 26 ,01 ,99 ,93 ,88 
23 56,1338 - ,15 27 .07 ,99 ,92 .88 
24 68. 7732 - • 49 19 , 14 1.0 ,93 , 79 
24A 59.4795 - • 24 23 .05 ,99 ,92 .58 
25 46.8401 + ,08 30 .oo .86 ,93 , 79 
26 45. 72119 + , 11 31::: ,00 ,96 , 9li .88 
~~7 48. 3271 + .oh 28 ,oo 1.0 ,95 ,88 
28 36. 05911 + .36 36 .oo ,93 .94 ,82 
29 45. 7249 + .11 31== .oo ,99 • 9!.f ,79 
30 ln,6356 + ,21 34 ,01 • 89 ,92 ,88 
30A 47,2ll9 + ,07 29 .oo ,96 ,94 ,82 
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Itan Proportion Difficulty Order Bott au r.rop 27t Flanegan' s r (.t, ''v" value 

Number of Passes Index ( z) of 27% propor- post- pre-
diffi- propor- tion stande,rd-· standard-
culty tion passing isation isation 

Ja0sin 

31 26.0223 + .64 40 .oo ,86 ,93 ,82 
32 15 ,6133 +1.01 118 ,00 • 3 l~ ,75 • 70 
33 32. 3lr;:-,o + , lf6 37::., .oo ,93 ,94 ,82 
34 4o. 520J1 + • 2lr 35 .oo ,99 ,95 .82 
35 31. 59r,5 + .48 39 .oo ,78 ,91 , 70 
? / 24.9070 + .6e 41 ,oo , 70 ,90 ,22 ....,o 
36A 23.4200 + ,73 42 ,0() ,67 ,09 , 79 
37 32, 3l12u + • 46 37:::: ,DO .92 .94 .oo 
32 1e. 215(, + .91 44 • CJ') .61 • <'1'7 ,63 
39 lt). 78,)G +1.24 49 ,oo • 4u , 79 • 0() 
4c 15 ,9851 +l. orJ 47 ,OJ ,56 ,86 ,79 
41 17, 4721 + ,94 45 • 0,) ,55 ,85 • 6.') 
112 18, 5·'.Y(3 + 8" 43 . :)() • (;r) .E9 .()0 . /' 
42.A 17, 1) 1)3 + ,95 46 ,');) .G2 .RR . 7'1 

Guilford's (1954) four methods, 'rl::in method requires the correlation 

between the itsn and the criterion measure (total test score) to be computed. 

In this case the biserial r is used since it is assumed that the concept 

measured by the item is continuously and normally distributed in the population. 

The biseris,,l coefficients of correl1;1,tion between i tern and total score can be 

seen in Table 13, Thi~Se have been esti.,uated using the highest and lowest 27% 

of the total score distribution and applying the data to the abac originally 

produced by Flanagan (1939), 

The validity indices (Flanagan's r) give an estimate of each item's 

discrimination power and it is generally accepted that a value of ,20 and 



over is needed before an item is ret~ined (Remmers et, al,, 1965), 

Items under this value are retained only for special purposes, 

89. 

Both pre-standardisation and post-standardisation "v" values are 

given, 'rhe pre-standardisation item analysis data was used in the 

selection of best items to compose the final test fonn, The test 

retained an even gradient of difficulty with reasonable control of 

means and distributions, • The post-standardisation data gives a check 

of each item I s 11validi ty" on the larger sample. Table 14 nrovides a 

summary of item "validity" indices (Flanagan's 11 r"), 

TABLE 14 

Item ''validit:y" indices (Flanagan's r) 9 grouped 

Standardisation Pilot trial 
Scnmle Sample 

No of items % No of items " % 

,9 < 26 53 5 10 

.e < ,9 10 21 15 31 

,7 < . 8 4 8 17 35 

.6 < • 1 4 8 5 10 

.6 > 5 10 1 14 

7,7 Item Difficulty 

Since the items o,re either pe,ssed or failed, the percentage passing 

co.ch item was computed, ( See Appendix VII). Rather than rui index of 

item difficulty, this measure gives 2, direct fndicdion of an item's 

easiness. Unfortunatel:,r it does not provide a linear scale of measurement? 

it is not linearly related to ability, It is nssurned that probcibili ty 
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of pas sing an i te:n is a no:nnal-o.o;ive function of its difficulty and 

that difficulty is linearl~r related to ability, The percentage 

passing each item may be transformed to a standard measure "z" and, by 

reversing the value, a rational linear scale of difficultv may be 

produced with the order of values corresponding to increasing 

difficulty (Table 13), 

Fig, 6 shrn-rs all items' difficulty valU<e;s in order of difficulty. 

The graph has two distinct difficulty gradients, The first, up to 

point a, appears ster::per than tlw more desirable slop,:, from a onwards, 

'rhis is probably a product of the limi tecl samnle at the younger age 

range, Many of the fin;t lh items woulc1 not be passed by children 

whose average age is lr yrs 9 months, 

A further source of information about the statistical characteristics 

of the test items is derived from th,! "precision method" of item analysis 

outlined by Anstey ( 1966). By graphing the ·occ;rcentage of :9assed i terns 

by each age group, the discriminating power of each i tnn can be seen and 

compD,red with the discriminating :r:1owe:r of related i t<:;JTlS, Anstey ( 1966) , 

and Guilford (1951+) developing Lord's (1952) test theory, r,;iv,~ diagrammatic 

examples of ogives of good and poor discrimination power. Burt ( in 

Anstey~ 1966) pointed out in 1954 thL, similarity between this 1>10thod and 

the "constant process" or ~11uller-\Jrban method in psychophysical methods, 

Theoreticall;y it is regarded as a supc~rior method of item analysis, but 

impractical unless it is desired to make an intensive study how the sample 

population has rc,sponded to each item. The precision coefficient his 
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l 
difficult to calculate (h. ,-, jj_ 0 ) and yields less information than 

the graph although the latter is prone to irregularities due to 

sampling errors from small numbers (N o: frcm 37 to 53 in the Dresent 

case) at each age group, Such an error is evident occasionally in 

the 7 ,3 years age group which scored. higher than exnected on some 

items, 

The main purposes of plotting the curves showing percenta,:i;es 

passing at each age group 5 yrs 3 mths to '7 yrs 9 mths are 

( a) to examine the powers of discrimination ( even gradient) 

and dia,c;nosis (steepness) of each item, 

(b) to afford comparisons amongst items testing the same concept, 

(c) to ensure tha,t items, wh8re applicable, ~Jrovide adequate 

coverage of the whole age range. 
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Oral Problems : distributions of percentages 

pas sins• ever the age range 5 yrs to 8 yrs. 

Each item has good discrimination power. 
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Fig. 8. Discrimination (perceptual) distributions 0£ 
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percentages passing. ever the age range 5 yrs to 8 yrs. 

Item l is not particularly effective with school age children but may 

prove useful with younger children. 
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Fig, 9, Discrimination (verbal) distributions of percentages 

passing• over the age range 5 yrs to 8 yrs. 

Although Item 2 has zero discrimination, it is retained for its diagnostic 

value which should indicate perceptual immaturity. Items 1 ~nd 2 should 

provide simple tasks useful for establishing rapport with younger preschool 

children. 
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Fig. 10. Counting and matching to 12: distributions of 

percentages passing, over the age range 5 yrs to 8 yrs. 
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Fig. 11. Meaningful facility with numbers ( 12 and above) : 

distribution of percentages passing• over the age 

range 5 yrs to 8 yrs. 
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Figs, 10 and 11 mlcy' be considered together as Fig. 11 items begin 

where the items of Fig. 10 leave off - the break coming at an understanding 

of number to 12. It is evident from the close spacing of the ogives 

that sane items of similar discriminating power could be rejected• 

e.g. items 4 or 9• 30A or 34, 38 or 49, Rejection should be on logical 

grounds so that the items retained are of the best diagnostic value. 
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Fig. 12. Cardi nation distribution ,of percentages passing• 

over the age range 5 yrs to 8 yrs. 

Except for the irregularity in Item 25• this group of items 

discriminates well over a wide range of ability. 
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Ordination l distribution of percentages passing• 

over the age range 5 yrs to 8 yrs. 

All items have a good power of discrimination and diagnosis over 

a wide age range. 
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Rote facility with numbers: distribution of 

percentages passing, over the age range 5 yrs 

to 8 yrs, 
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For similar reasons to those stated above, items 28 or 33 might 

be rejected• but as they involve different skills (counting by twos and 

reading awns) rejec:t:ton>could diminish the test's diagnostic value. 
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Weight Time - Capaci~ 

Fig, 15, Applied or Social Arithmetic Items I distribution of 

percentages passing, over the age range 5 yrs to 8 yrs, 

These items demonstrate good discrimination and diagnostic power. 

It is in these areas 9 notably weight, time and capacity that the apparent 

superiority of the 7 yrs 3 m ths group can be seen, 



SECTION VIII 

COYiPU'rATION OF THE NORMS 

8.1 General Re9uireQ}c;nts 

99, 

'l'he broad purpose of this arithmetic test is to :9rovide a means 

of evaluating present perfonnance and of determining future learning 

required, For the adequate provision of the educational evaluation 

and educational guidance functions of a test, Flanagan in Lindquist 

(1959) recom.rnends five main ty1_)es of des criptiv,c information. 

include: 

1) Descriptive infonnation in terms of test content, 

2) Rank in a specified group, 

3) Level of educational development. 

lr) Growth during a fixed period, 

5) A profile of abilities , 

rX'hese 

The procedures thought to be most appropriate for this test in 

helping teachers to describe; record and ccrnpare the pcrfonaances of 

individual children are: 

8,2 

(a) an age equivalent; 

(b) a percentile rank; 

( c) a diagnostic profile, 

In the computation of the norms all 49 items are included, 

Choosing the Reference GrouE 

While it is recognised that no one type of norm is ideal for all 

situations, the basic decisions have to be made by the test constructor 
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following standardisation. The first of two questions requiring a 

decision is "What kind of nonn reference group should derived scores be 

calculated for - age groups t class groups, or both?" The second 

g).lestion is "What kinds of derived scores would best suit the users of 

the test? 11 

Most standard works on psychological tests examine the arguments 

for and a.gains t the various possible answers to these questions, The 

advantages outlined by Flanagan in Lindquist (1959) led to the choice of 

percentiles and age equivalents for easily understood derived scores. 

Age nonns rather than class norms were chosen because age nonns anchor 

test information to the one fixed reference point shared by all children -

their birthday, Classes in the Junior School are labelled by various 

names and vary in their constitution because of differing pranotion 

policies, numbers af children, class size and other administrative 

detenninants. 

By using age no:nns the analysis of a child's performance as an 

individual is emphasised, His progress by later testing can be measured 

even though he may be nominally in the same class. 

8,3 Arithmetic Age 

The s:unplest and most direct transf0nnation of a raw score to· some 

meaningful value is by use of an arithmetic age. The meaning to teachers 

canes frcm comparing this value with the child's chronological age. It 

can be seen directly whether the child is above average, average or below 

average in his developnent of arithmetic concepts. Su ch an index of 

progress becomes even more meaningful when other measures such as 
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intelligence (mental age) and reading age are available for that child, 

An ari tbmetic age has been chosen in spite of its dis adv ant ages 

and the criticism of it summarised 1)Y such writers as Stones (1966), 

8.3,1 i'1ethod 

The regression line data of test score against age in years and 

months was canputed ( see Appendix VII), This was drawn on a grid (Fig, 

16) with raw scores on the vertical and chronological age on the 

horizontal axes, and represents the best straight line fit of the data 

available in the standardisation sample, The actual distribution of 

means of the total group by ages is included for com:i;iarison purposes, 

Using the graph (Fig, 16) raw scores can be translated directly 

into arithmetic ages, A raw score of 14 gives an "arithmetic age" of 

5 yrs 3 mths and 20 - 5 yrs 9 mths, 30 - 6 yrs 8 mths, and 40 - 7 yrs 

6 mths, 

8,4 Percentiles 

A percentile score gives a, point on a scale below which a given 

percentage of a distribution lies, It is essential, as it is with using 

the "arithmetic" age, that interpretation is made in canparison with the 

characteristics of the sample group which determined the distribution. 

In this casu, the percentiles are worked out on smoothed curves that best 

describe the distributions of scores made by the small sample of middle 

class children of 1uropean descent attending State schools in an urban 

Auckland borough. Percentiles are useful because of their common usage 

and comparative Ease of understanding by users, According to Lyman (1963) 

the percentile ranls: is probably the score used most frequently in reporting 
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the results of standardised tests, It enables the ccmparison of 

abilities of children of different age levels, different social groups 

and different school and community environments, Of Flanagan's 

(Lindquist 1959) required characteristics for a test, percentiles give 

rank in a specified group and can also -provide a measure of grovrth over 

a, period of ti.me. 

rl'he percentile rank is sometimes criticised because the units 

of the scale are not necessarily eq_ual. Because a large percentage of 

scores arc clustered around the average, the difference between percentiles 

50 and 55 is usually much lesG than the difference betwccm percentiles 

90 and 95, Thus a small raw score increase near the average will give 

a bigger percentile rank increase than the same raw score increase at the 

extremes, Because of this inequality of units, adding or averaging 

percentiles may be considered undesirable, Ebel (1965) challenges this 

position and plays down the weakness of the percentile in this respect, 

'rhe percentile scale is liable to misinterpretation because of 

the clustering of scores about tho average, If it is emphasised that 

one standard deviation on ci ther side of the mean takes in all 9erccmtile 

ranks fran 16 to 84, this disadvantage could be overccme. Familiarity 

with the distribution of percentile scales would help teachers in their 

interpretation of scores, 

Percentile ranks would be Qf value in :providing teachers with a 

standard means of rating children on the Departmental five uoint scale, 

Note that 9ercentile no:rms, i, e. estimation of population 

percentiles, are not provided, These would require a standardisation 
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sample from the whole population including all social, ethnic and 

geographic groups on representative bases, 

beyond the scale of the present work, 

This major undertakin._<?; is 

8.4,1 Method 

For each age groun, cumulative f reo_uency distributions were 

calculated and transformed to percentages (A1)pendix VIII). 'rhese were 

then plotted on graph paper (F' ig, 17) the mrves being hand smoothed, 

For use ·by test users percentile tables incorporating every fifth 

pGrccntile from five to ninety-five for each three monthly age group, 

have been calculated ( see Appendix X) , Interpolations are therefore 

necessary between each of the iwesent age group,; with extrapolations to 

age, groups eight years and five.~ years, To continue to lower age groups, 

which was a..n original aim, will m:cessi tate the testing of a further 

sample of children. In Fig,17, it is noticeable, as in the analysis of 

individual items (Section 7,7), how the 7 yrs, 3 mths, age group scored 

better than expected, 

8. '.:i '.I'he Diagnostic Profile 

Many test users favour a diagrammatic method of interpreting test 

results especially in the diagnosis of areas of strength and weakness, 

This test lends itself to the construction of a diagnostic profile, 

The prototype profile (see Table 15) allns to provide descriptive 

information in terms of the content of the test, For easv use, a total 

test raw score is the basic indicator of an area of munber req_uiring 

further experience by the child and items wrong below half the total test 

raw score suggest areas of significant mathsnatical weakness, 



Oral Problems 
Discrimination-perceptual 
Discrimination-verbal 
Cardination 
Ordination (seriation) 
Counting (matching) to 12 
Meaningful facility above 12 

Rote facility with numbers 

Length 
Weight 
Time 
Money 
Fractions 
Capacity 
TOTAL TEST SCORE 

TABLE 15 

7 19 
1 12A 18A. 
2 3 

14 16 25 
6A 10 15 22 26 
4 9 8 13 21 24A 
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28 33 
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8, 5 .1 Method of Construction 

On the vertical axis the concepts measured by the test are listed, 

The item nu.rn.bers are placed in their appro~)riate row at scaled di.stances 

fran the left according to their defiree of difficulty (Table 13). The 

horizontal axis provides total test scores on the sane scale, By 

inspection it can be seen that it8m number 15 and total test score 18 are 

at the 30% mark, 

If the profile proves serviceable, it would be printed on the 

scoreshcet as in 'rable 15 , 

8,5.2 Method of Use 

When a test protocol has been fully scored, the subject's total 

test score is marked on the bottcm horizontal scale and a vertical line 

drawn fran that mark, At the same time, the total test score is halved 

and a vertical line is drawn frcm that value on the same horizontal scalP 

These two lines divide the profile into three areas - the one on the left 

(nearest the concept labels) being an "area of significant weakness" and 

the central portion being labellt.od "further s,ractice needed". 

hand area is disrq_,;arded, 

The right 

FrQ11 the test protocol the numbers of items attemnted by the subject 

tut failed are ringed on the profile, 

In the examulc shown (Table 16) the total test score gained by the 

child was 25. He had a,ttemptcd 42 ito'Us but had failed mi.rnbcrs 6, 15, 16, 

17, 19, 22, 25, 26, 28, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 36A, Vertical lines 

have been drawn fran 25 (total test score) and 13 (half total test score), 

The i tens failed should be ringed, but in practice, only those to the left 



Oral Problems 
Discrimination-perceptual 
Discrimination-verbal 
Cardination 

Ordination (seriation) 
Counting (matching) to 12 
Meaningf'ul facility above 12 
Rote facility with numbers 

Length 
Weight 
Time 

Money 
Fractions 
Capacity 

TOTAL TEST SCORE 

1 12A 

2 3 
14 

6A 1D 
4 9 8 

11 

12 

5 
:~ 

7 10 12 15 

7 19 31 
18A 

37 
:i§ 25 32 

15' 22 26 42A 
'-" '---" 

13 2124:A 

I 30A 34 36A 38~ 39 
20 27 28 33 

35 
18 

---- - ---

23 30 41 
29 42 

© 
24 36 

1 8 '11) 23 25 27 lJ 35 37 40 43 

TABLE 16 Diagnostic Profile - example with tester's markings in red. 

The subject scored a total test raw score of 25. Items 6, 15, 16, 17, 19, 

22, 25, 26, 28, 30, 31 to 36A attempted but failed. Only failed item numbers to the 

left of the 25 vertical. line are ringed. 

Areas requiring further practice are cardinal number (16), ordination/seriation 

( 15) & ( 22). 

Area of significant weakness - fractions (6) & (17). I--' 
0 
en . 
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of the total test line are considered, Failed items falling on the 

rie;ht hand side may be disregarded, Thus, in Table 16, i terns ,6, 15, 

16, 17 and 22 are ringed, 

Diagnosis, from the exa.inple profile, suggests that this child could 

be significantly weak in his know le dse of fractions, and he could be said 

·to need further practice in seriation, 'l'he profile also indicates that 

further experience in cardinal number would be worthwhile. 

The positions of the two vertical lines were determined by trying 

a sample of typical test protocols. In general, it seemed to work out 

as a satisfactory means of diagnosing areas of deficit in children's 

understanding. Eleven children out of the sample of 40 whose test 

protocols were tried on the craph lmd one or two areas of significant 

weakness. It is debatable whethGr the area "needing further practice" 

is useful as 38 out of the 40 children had one or more items in this area, 

It is retained, however, because it does give info:rmation to the test 

user. 

8,5,3 Conclusion 

The diagnostic profile as suggested is an instrument designed to 

give the test user a q_uick method of 1)lotting a subject's errors and 

analysing the concept areas in whichhe seems to be relatively retarded, 

Most children succeed in the test items in the order in which they have 

been gr8-phed, easy items on the left, hardc,r i terns towards the right of 

the :prof i J.e;, Individuals vary from this order but should not do so to 

a large degree with out a teacher being aware of it. 

This diagnostic profile is only one of many possible variations, It 
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has been tried out in a practical situ at ion, and will probably be modified 

and refined before being tested against the ability of the classroan 

teacher to assess a child's area(s) of deficit in number concepts, 
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SECTION IX 

SUMMARY AND Dit:3CUSSIOJIJ 

9,1 Summary 

The present work has been to describe the com;tru.ction and 

standardisation of a test of nUJn.bPr concepts and principles for use 

with children in the five to seven year age range. The 11 new11 mathematics 

has been in New Zealand schools for the past decade and paramount among 

its changes in objectives, content and methods, has been the em-ohasis 

on children's understanding (Brownell, 1947; Lee, 1963), This under-

standing is best tested by the children I s application of concepts in new 

"cx.ternal" situations (Gagne, 1965). Demonstration o.f such apnlied i:ikill 

is usually accepted as indicative of concept mastery, 

The main purposes of the test arc to assess the outcanes of 

learning, to provide canparisons of achievement 2nd to diagnose areas of 

relative strength and weakness in number concept maturity, 

Current tests available were found to rarely cover the age range 

4 years to 8 years, and those that did were, considered to be of limited 

value because they emphasised canputational skill only (Seville or 

Schonnell) • were too brief (subtests of the w.r.s.c. or W,P,P,S,I.), or 

failed to include important concepts (A,C,E,R. Junior 11:Umber Concepts 

Test), 

The initial aim was to design an individual test which assessed 

overall attainment in number, isolated defects and showed childron 1 s 

readiness for a higher stage of learning. The reference points for 
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organisation and i terns were Piagetian theory (Flavell 1963) and the 

current syllabus and textbooks. 

included, 

Specific conce"[JtS and skills tested 

(a) the three basic Piagetian aspects of number - cardination, 

ordination, and the conposition of wholes or the relationship 

of parts to wholes (Piaget, 1964); 

(b) rote facility with oral and written munbers (Hussell, 1956); 

(c) meaningful manipulation of numbers including simple addition 

and subtraction (Duncan et al, 1967); 

(d) the understanding of simple mathematical signs; 

(e) social aritbmetic such as length, time and money (Lee, 1963). 

After suitable items and equipment were gathered, a 9ilot trial 

on a small sample (N=24) of average children reduced the original pool 

of 76 items to 49, These were organirrnd into a test fonn of seven levels 

with seven i terns at each level. The test was standardised on a sample of 

269 European, mainly middle class, children, attending eight State schools 

in the Auckland urban borough of Mt. RoskilL Excentional children 

(defined in Section 6,2,3) were eliminated frcrn the sample, and for 

practical reasons, children under 5 years were not included ( Section 

6.2.4). 

Nonns were calculated to provide "arithmetic ages" and :i;ierccntilcs 

by age and a yet unproven diagnostic profile was constructed, 

9.2 Discussion of' Inrolications 

In attempting to develap a test of understanding mathematics, ideas 

from many sources were "borrowed" to provide a blend which achieved the 
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original aim in a practical, workable fonn, Items and equipment were 

kept novel and, as far as is known, were unfamiliar to all subjects, 

The test itself was patterned on the Stanford-Binet, in the 

unfulf'illed hope that levels on the test would coincide with progressive 

sections in Lee (1963), Because this did not occur any revision should 

eliminate these artificial levels, 

The main conclusion is that the construction of the test was too 

ambitious in aim and in trying to cover both achievement measurement 

and diagnosis at the same 'tim,3, it failed to do both, When measuring 

attainment -to obtain a child's level ofconce:i;,t maturity the test is too 

precise and testing time too prolonged, An adeq_uate measure could be 

achieved by a shorter test possibly by selecting suitable items fran the 

present fonn. Maximum administration time should be about five minutes, 

On the other handt practice has shown gaps in the diagnosis of concept 

fonnation, indicating the need for sup::;,lcm.ente,ry items in sane areas 

and the elimination of sane overlapping items (see Section 7,7), 

9.2.1 Revision of the Test 

Uses to which a short number attainment measurement test could be 

put are 

(a) the placenent of children in groups of si~ilar achievement, 

(b) initial checking of a child's number level to determine the 

necessity for diagnostic testing~ 

(c) the comparison of a child's number attaiment with the results 

of intelligence and reading tests, 



A quick ari thnetic measurement test would find a useful place with 

a group intelligence test e .g, rranlinson or Cornwall, and uord 

1·ecognition tests such as Burt or Schonell. This battery would 
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provide rough estimates of potential and attainment and could evaluate 

the need for further investigation, 

A revised diagnostic test I or its present fonn, would be of value 

canbined with the results of an individual lntelligcnce test e ,g, Binet 

or \'i,I,S,C, or W.P, 8,8.I., and with the individual reading tests such 

as the Gates, Monroe or Daniels and Diack, and, if required more 

specialised. tests like the Eiscnson, Bender or Frosti8, This battery 

would be more likely to be administered by specialists to children with 

moderate to severe learning difficulties, 

A further use for the test as a diagnostic tool is the detennination 

of a child's readiness for formal number, It is reasonable to accept 

that there is an optiJ.mun time for a child to begin formal number work, 

i ,e, abstract written work ccrabining the manipulation of objects and the 

writing of mathematical symbols to denote the operation, The child would 

neL,d to be "ready" for such fonnal work by having a m,:::asurable mastery of 

the skills involved, For example, to have children write and work out 

ccmbinations of six, expected skills would j_nclude conservation of discrt:,tc 

objects to six, ability to match sets up to s..i.x, skill in writing the 

required figures and understanding of 9lus and equals signs. To start a 

child on written work with sets of six before these skills are rcasonably 

evident is to expect too much and it may produce more confusion than 

learning. Conversely, to hold. s, child rep,:)ating tasks achieved earlier 
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may be retarding his achievements and blunting his keenness. An adequate 

diagnostic number test needs to be able to pin!)oint with reasonable 

accuracy the achievE!ltent level of concepts and principles relevant to 

progress in number, furing revision of the diagnostic section of the 

test this a:im. will be to the forefront, A necessary acccmpaniment to the 

diagnostic test is o,n outline of remedial suggestions and associated 

activities, 

9,2.2 Im~lications for Piagetian Theory 

Although largely based on the syllabus, Pioget I s theory of intellectual 

develop."llent was used as o. back(jround because of its congruence with modern 

educational thinking in general and m~thematics in particular, In one of 

his infrequent excursions into ped'J..gog~,, Piaget, (Duckworth, 1964) 

anphasised the senselessness of imposing the structure of le~rning on a 

child, This was taken to its logical nbsurdity by anedslund (1961(c)), 

when he conditioned. children to give conservo.tion type answers, Children' s, 

mento.l structures, Piaget said, o.re best modified in the long term by 

presenting the right materials at the appropriate times, Children then 

a.ctively create their own structures through processes interacting with 

the objects of the environment, An o..ttempt ho.s been made to :naintain 

this spirit of the children's own ~ctivity in this test, 

In the sane vein Piaget warns ::igdnst thE: danger of false acco:mnodn.tion 

to ideas imposed by words, The children atta,in I), f'.:!.lse equilibrium which 

is satisfactory because they have been told by their teachers, whereas 

they should be actively ncca:modo.ting to the objects theuselves, The 

test gives teachers and users the opportunity to see children demonstro.te 
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their current level of me,turi ty und abili tv in the basic conce1Jts and 

should provide o, guide to their material rcauirernents in the immedio,te 

future, Users may observe in detail the three bnsic chr1,racteristics of et 

particular schema - repetition, gencrn1iso,tion, and differentic.tion -

recognition - to ascertain how fo,r C'. child has developed in his schcra1:1,tn. 

Unless this is known with sane accuracy, the child's equilibration })l'ocess 

cannot be furthered without wastnge, 

9,2.3 1rhe Nonuo..tive Semple 

Because of prr1.ctic,1,l limi tntions the standc.rdisation sD.mple was 

restricted in numbers so the reference group chosen wo,s middle class 

urban children of European descent, Exc0ptional children - those who::;e 

leD,rning W!lS :i.mpo,ired by physical or emotional disabilities - o.nd poor 

attenders at school were, like non-Europco.n ethnic groups, excluded from 

the s8ITlple, Although the number in the srunple is small (N °~ 269), the 

norms derived are powerful in men,ning o..nd should provide o.n adequate 

reference should the performo,nces of other children require canpo,ri:3on. 

Ultimately the measurement of the number atto,inment of rural, Maori and 

Polynesian children will be o, necessary stage in test development. 

9.2.4 Examiner and Observer Ccmnents 

A brief questionnaire was constructed and he['Aed 11 Co.1l!nent Sheet 11 , 

(see Appendix X), Half o, dozen forms were supplied with e;1,ch set of 

test equipnent with ec request tho,t e1.ch cxominer complete one nfter his 

or her so..mple of children hnd been tested. 

for interested observers to make cO'l1-rnents, 

SJ)C.re ::;hcets were o.veilnble 

Eight examiners out of 

seventeen returned ccnnents, while five w2re returned by observers, 
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On the surf ace there appeared to be little difference between the 

comments of the examiners and the observers. The following summary of 

comments is taken fran the whole group of thirteen. 

Canments were unanimous on o_uestion:3 1 and 2. All agreed that 

the test appeared to measure children I s understanding of number concepts 

and no new concept or principle was named as not being tested, 

All examiners and observers rated the test as q;ood to very good 

in maintaining children's intcrecJt, One examiner found that beginning 

with oral problems tended to dis courag,, sane slower children, rmd only 

one found administration timL: tiring for thu younger children, 

'I'he buU:.iness o:f the apparatus wus n, source of annoyoncc to some 

examiners, especially when having to carry it on public transport, 

'This point is conceded, but to rciduce the apu2-rntus would be to reduce 

interest to the children, Over half of the comments mo,de f':bout the 

sui to.bili ty of the apparatus mentioned the necessity of sane sort of 

frmne to cno,blc the dowels used in seriation to be better controlled, 

'rhcir tendency to roll on o, slightly sloping surfo.ce can be troublescm.e, 

This defect cc,n be remedied by plrminn; a flat surfo.ce on each dowel. 

Other c.orrrrnents on the Eq_uipment were helpful smo.11 points about which 

there wes little consensus, 

The most important q_uestion ort the conuncnt sheet was "Is the test 

too difficult for o, teo.cher to give?" Six thought ":No", two with the 

proviso th::,,t teachers were Given sufficient instruction '.J.nd pr[lctice. 

One co.mmenter wc-.s finnly of the opinion th,':'-.t the test was too conrnJ_icated 

o.nd too time-consuming for teachers to give~ while six mr,de no conment. 
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The final question gave the opportunity for exruniners D.nd 

observers to make o,ny general canments they wished to, Except for 

two of the returned sheets, this question was generally canpleted c,t 

sane length mainly involving comments on individual i terns, These 

camnents on individual items will not be summarised here, but two 

points occurred more than once, First, it was thought tht\t the or::i.l 

problens did not start the children at a high enough point on the test 

proper, Secondly, the wording of the i tcms wa,s thought to be too 

stilted o.nd unno.tun~l, thereby creating a, b('l,rr:i.er to rnpport between 

tester and subject, 

The canment sheet was found to be :1 very fruitful source of 

criticig.n ~~nd suggestions UBeful in nny D.ttempt o.t modification to the 

test, It would be an cxtranel;r vo,lun.blc prn,cticc to continue should 

the test be put into genera.l use, 

9,3 The Costs of Testing 

Traditional test theory hns controlled the construction of the test 

and standardisation has produced coefficients intended to give possible 

test users a brief formal description of the test's characteristics. 

General intelligence and n.chievement tests h2.ve fitted traditional cri terio.. 

better them other types and this test is no exception, It hn.s reusonably 

adequate statistical chn.ro.cteristics ( r = ,96 ~concurrent v c.lidi ty = • 48), 

Cronbach o.nd Gleser ( 1965) suggest th,-:,,t the precise meo.surc.'TI.ent of 

individuals' attributos 1:w.y not be tho prim, value of tasting. They 

consider that testing is helpful in arriving at a decision about ctn 

individual tested, o,nd therefore, '1 test should be judged on how well a 
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test aids the decision maker, balanced against the costs of testing, 

Their "decision-model" method of evaluating tests involves a larger 

number of parameters than do other models e.nd compares the decision, 

made by using test scores, with the decision that could be made fran 

readily available material. For exfila~le~ do intelligence tests 

contribute any more than school records in the classification of pupils 

enterinr, secondary schools? If the validity coefficients of tests and 

records for predicting future success in school are equal, then the 

cost of testing outweighs the value of using the test, 

A test should be examined to find out if it provides a sufficient 

yield of new, relevant information to make testing time worthwhile, 

Quantifying this examination, although partly subjective, allows values 

assigned to be open to cri ticiS"m, an asset when compared with systems 

where such value j.udgamcnts are hidden or ignored, 

The present test purports to give test users info:nna:tion about the 

rn.unber concept achievements of children, Those experienced with 

children, wanting to measure achievement, rely on "wideband, low 

fidelity" procedures of observation and im:i;iranptu questioning, In 

many cases, this is sufficient to as sure the observer that an individual 

child is making satisfactory prcgress. How satisfactory or unsatisfactory 

this may be in reality is not known but, by using a standardised test, 

a "narrow band" procedure, any hypotheses arrived at - whether extension 

to work at a higher level or repetition of principles alrea<\v experienced -

:nay be confirmed or rcjectc';d, Use of the test helps to solve tne 

"placement" problem of whether to advance, leavo or retariJ. ttn ind.;i,vidu.al, 
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The teacher employs a sequential strategy in determining "placement" 

problems - observing, testing, training, observing and retraining, 

and at no time need a definite irrevocable decision be made, 

Teachers facing a decision problem about children in their number 

class usually anploy the following strategy, 'rhey make an institutional 

decision without quota restraints assigning a child to a :particular 

treatment, They do not reject children from their class (under normal 

circumstances), and they may change tlH-: treatment as their information 

about the child varies , To put it another way, each child in the class 

is assigned to an appropriate number activity group which may vary in 

size and composition, 

An II a priori" strategy is to base -placement decisions on l_)revious 

records and observation of the children in the classrocm, "Tests should 

be judged on the basis of their contribution over and above the best II a 

priori" strategy available that makes use of prior information", 

(Cronbach and Gleser, 1965), Teachers' strategies in nlacement and 

diagnosis decisions are either "a. priori" or "a priori plus test". 

These two strategies can be compared by enumerating and quantifying the 

major parameterB involved, 

The variables selected are: 

u -· utility or benefit of a set of decisions 

}_) = quality of :i;,revious records 

q = quality of teacher observations 

a = knowledge of the syllabus 

s = knowledge of child dovolon.ment 
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experience in the classroan 

time of the yenr 

n,ccuracy of decisions 

availn,bili ty of :,1Jpropri-i;t,j t:r,;'ttmcnt 

number of childr,:n n.bout whan r. decision is ma.de 

cost of g9.thering infonn::,,,tion 

cost to child(ren) of making fe .. ulty dccisio.1, 

n. = 1.dvnnt'J.ge of nwking sequenti2.l plnce:e1cnts 

Subscripts q rmd t refer to 11 r, 1)r:i.ori" [1.nd "~~ o:r.iori plus test" strn.tcgic:3 

re spec ti v c ly. 

The followiri.g assumptions are made, 

(1) U has a cardinal scale in which all relC'v"l-ionships o,re Unear, 

(2) q,...,q(a,Bancly), 

(3) '11 is fixed to 2 c2.ses, 

(4) 

'C1 = 0 ~ being when a tca,cher to,kes over n., new cln.ss, usu:1lly 

at the beginning of tho yea.r, There hn.s been no opportunity 

to observe the children or to read any previous dnta on than. 

T2 = 1, being the time of the yeri,r when CJ. is optimum. 

In reo,lity, thc:re is n, grtJ.d8.tion of v::lluc between these bro 

extr,ccmes, Only T2 will be used in the following discussion. 

d = d (p + q) 
q q 

and dt = dt (9 + q + test result X) 

The vo,lidi ties of the measures p 0. and X influence the value 

c '3SiQ;ned to d, 
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t is fixed to 2 cases 

t = l when appropriate treatment is available 

t = 0 when appropriate treatment is not available. 

In the latter, ~u must be of negative value, 

As C is proportional· to the t:L"ll.e involved in gathering infonnation, 

it is given valuo on a tangent scal0; e.g. 15 minutes = 0,27, 

chosen because the ti-ne in decision making is relatively cheap 

for the first few minutes and becomes increasingly expensive. 

c is a function, not only of time, but of the validities of the 

measures used, and the ease with which they may be interpreted, 

(7) Variables involved in decision making, e.g. p, q, other resources 

available to a teacher, etc., exc,·.:pt those crucial when comparing 

teacher stra,tegies in placement, are considered as constant 

values i.e, equivalent to an "averag0 11 teacher, 

( 8) k - a = 0 for the very best teacher who may make place:nent 

errors but rectifies them quickly, Generally, ask approaches 1, 

a reduces to O implying that teachers or tests most prone to 

faulty placements will be least able to take advantage of 

sequential correction of these errors, 

When comparing the ill;)t benefit of decisions made by either of the 

two strategies available to teachers, the following variables will be 

maintained as arbitrary constants unless otherwise stated, 

N = 30 (size of class) 

t = 1 (appropriate treatincnts are available) 

T = 1 (optimrun teacher observation time) 
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k ... a ::: 0 (cost of faulty decisions immediately cancelled by 

change of treatment). 

The general formula, based on Cronbach and Gleser' s formula 22 

(6Ud::: Byd - Cy) is 

6U -· N{dtT c (l+k-a)} 

When a teacher classifies the 30 children in her class after 

consulting their previous records and observing them for an optimum 

period the fonnula 

6U = H{ d tT - c ( 1 ·I- k - a)} 
q q q 

m.ay be expanded using the following est:imates 

d = ,6 
q 

c ::: 10 minutes -· , l'( 
q_ 

then 6U = 12, 9 
g_ 

When using the test as a supplement to the placement decision 

and assuming it does not alter the accuracy af' the decisions 

dt ::: .6 

ct = 25 minutes ; .46 

then mt = 4,2 

Thus, unless the test contributes greater accuracy in decisions the 

extra time involved reduces the net ben1::fi t of the set of decisions made. 

A reduction af' 5 minutes in testing time increases the net benefit to 

7,2 and the reduction of a further 5 minutes (ct== 15 minutes== ,27) 

g1.ves tiU = 9 ,9, 

Assumir~ that tho test does give greater accuracy to decisions 

but takes 10 minutes longer per child, from the concurrent validity ,48 
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and teacher rating correlation of ,60, the values in the equation may 

now be estimatea. as 

d = • 48 X q 
,60 dt = • 48 

a. = 10 minutes = 
q_ 

.1 7 ct - ,36 

then !::,U - 3,3 and f::..Ut == 3,6. 
q 

The benefit gained by adding the test results to teacher observation and 

previous records is sli.~ht, probably insufficient to persua,de the 

potential user to use it, if the user is concerned only with m. A 

necessary step therefore in the development of' the t2st pract{~ili ty 

is to reduce its adninistration time without impairing its ability to aid 

placement decisions, By reducing t~st length to 5 minutes (dt = 15 minutes 

= ,28), the net bcmdit can be increased to 6U ::: 6,o, 

So far (k - a) has been held constant at 1.0 (assumption 8), 'l'he 

cost of making a faulty dccis:i.on may be higher especially when individual 

s's are considered, In placanent strategies this cost is lessened by 

the advantage in the classroon of making sequential changes in grouping 

and activities as teacher observation continues, It is aro;ucd, however, 

that the strategy which has a high k cost is less likely to recognise and 

effect changes in placo.mcnt, thus giving a low a VP.lue, It would also 

follow that with a high k - low a teacher, d would be likely to have a 

lower value~ k would tend to vary inversely with both d and a, Note that 

a< k < 1. Substituting in the equation 1~ = , 75 and a :::: . 25, kec9ing cl. 

= .6. then /1U = 10,2, (nrevious estimate LIU = 12,9), , q - q 

Finally, considering diagnosis of individual areas of weakness in 

number, the following canmon values are estimutc;d to be 



t = ,5 

c = 20 minutes - ,36 

k = • 70 

a = ,30 

then 

D.U = - 11.4 and b.U = - 3,9, q t 

The benefit of using the test with recommended ranedial activities 

accompanying it is further raised by 

k = ,55 and a = ,45 

to b.U = -,63. 
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This value is achieved without lowering the time cost which would occur if 

remedial treatments were designed to fit the diagnostic test, 

It should be noted that negative values of b.U do not imply a real 

loss as the units chosen are arbitrary and at this stage represent relative 

not absolute gains in utility, Each test should be examined and compared 

with other sources of information gathering, After applying the formula 

(b.U = N{dtT- c(l+k-a)}) tho relative costs involved in each method of 

information gathering should be evident and should lead to decisions of 

which to use based on considered calculation rather than hopeful faith, 

Fran the preceding ccmparisons it can be seen that the test described 

in this work in its present fo:rm is too long to warrant use by teachers as 

an additional guide in placement decisions, but it should be of value in 

diagnosis especially for clinicians, This function could be improved by 

having remedial treatments associated with it, From the present test, a 

quick nu.mber measurement test can be readily derived, 
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APPENDIX I 

CONTEN'l' AD1S OF THE INF'AJ\T'r i\11JMBER 

SYLLABJ S - S.NMARISED FR0\1 LEE ( 1963 ) 

Thinking about q_uantitites - experiences with quantitites 
vocabulary of nu1:1bcr. Discrimination of shapes, 
Equivalence - classifying according to size or shape -
:natching patterns, Co.:rparison - big-snall, sar.10 a,,; 
:iorc or less than, Scriation - ordcrincs in size (3). 

Equivalence ( equality and i.nequali ty - greater-lesL;, 
classification), Ordering in size ( 4), Cmparison 
of groups (conservation), Meo,nint; of addition and 
subtraction, Discri:r:ti.n::i.tion by touch, Equivalence -
arranging according to equq,l size and colour - matching 
pc-.tterns o.nd c;rou:9s, Addition and subtraction - adding 
wholes to fon'l new wholes, 

Experic:ncc in counting - cnU1:is:r'.:',tion to 10, Rote counting, 
Cardinal !iteaning - disordered ,ri;roups to 10 - forr.1ing and 
ca:i.paring grrups of objects. 

Cardinal and ordinal neanings to 10, Enunern.tion to give 
practice in co,rdin11l and ordin:::tl ,:1eunings (1-5 then 6-10). 
Nur.1erical s~bols - assir~ning nU1:1b,:>r values to patterns, 
Linking ordinal to cardino,J. :-1eo.ning - ranking in size, 
Nu.r:iber in diversl', situations. 

Reading 1:1.nd writing numbers, 

SECTION VI. 

Addition 'l.nd subtraction 
+ - & = , Prine iple of 
quantities in n,ddition, 
~aterinls then symbols, 

to 10, Words nnd me'..lnin~s of 
co~pensation - conserv~tion of 
Addition and subtro.ction with 
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SECTION VII 

Oral problems in addition and subtracti.on, Translation 
of oral proble.rris to concrete materials, Equality of 
pairs - 11djustment to preserve eci.uali ty - effect of equal 
addition and subtraction, 

SECTION VIII 

SECTION IX 

SECTION X 

Extension of number concepts beyond 10, 
group structure of numbers 11 - 21J then 
of place value, Counting in groups of 
Use of hundred chart and number line, 

Sequence and 
20 - 100, Idea 
2, 4 ~ 5 and 10, 

Understanding and using measurement in length weight cr>.paci ty 
time and money, Spatial properties and relation.ships, 

Fractions - fro:n the concrete to the symbolic, 

Note - that the progression of learning experience in Sections IX and 
X parallels and is concurrent with th0 activities of Sections I 
through VIII, 
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APPENDIX II 

SYLLABUS SUMMARY EX'r RACTED 1i'R OM DU NC Al\f et al. 2 ( 196 7) 

SErS 

First Year - Recognition - Set recognition, fron description or 
from roster. Element of a set, inclusion. Equivalent, non-equivalent 
sets. flnpty set. Cardinal number of sets to 10, SUbsets, Sets of 
points, 

Oucration - one-to-one matching. 
and sepm>ation of) sets to 6, 

Joining and. f1NJaratinc; (union 

Second Year - Set recognition, from description or from roster, 
Element of a set, inclusion. Equivalent, non-equivalent sets, Cardinal 
number.of sets to 12. Subset, Sets of points, J,1nnty set, 

Oyeration - One-to-one matching. Onc:-to-:.rnany matching (measurement), 
> 

Joining and separating (union and separation of sets to 12). Commutative 
and associative properties of union. 

NuMBERS AND NUMERALS 

First Year - Numbers - Number as the property can.man to matched sets. 
Counting the elements in a set, Cardinal numbers to 10. Evon and odd 
introduced, Ordinal numbers to 10, One half as related to rec;ions. 

Humerals - Identifying digits 0-9, Identifying numerals 0-10, 

Th0 Number-Numeral Distinction - Matchinn; numeral to numbor of a 
set. 

Orderine; - Fewest to most ( 1-6) , ( 0-10), Bct1•,cc:n, 

The Number Line - Order 0-10 on tho number line. 

Second Year - Numbers - Number as the property common to matched 
sets. Counting the clements in a set. Cardinal numh}rs, including the 
number of the empty set. Fractional numbers, ½, ¼, Even a-id odd numbers. 
Ordinal numb,3rs to 7. Zero as an addend. 

l:,Tu::1erals - Identifying digits 0-9. 
b.1.ndles of ten, the abacus, nu':lbor rods. 
and writing numerals to hundreds, 

Place val1.h~ to hundrcdB using 
Expanded notation. Reading 
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The Number-Numeral Distinction - Matching numeral to number of a 
set. "[any names for the same nu_'Uber, Equation ·as two names for the 
same number, 

Ordering - Orderin8 to ~~40. 
less-. Introduction and use of <, > 

Before, after between, one more, one 
and = symlJo.ls. 

The Number Line - Order on the number .line, Addition and 
subtraction on the number line, Addition and subtraction as inverse 
operations, Associative and commutative properties of addition shown on 
the number line, 

NUMBER SENTENCES 

First Year - Equa.lity and inequality developed through comparisons 
of sha:oes and sizes, matching of sets to 10, Arrangement of set union 
to sug8est a+ b = c, 

Second Year - Concepts of equality and inequal.i tv developed through 
canparison of lengths, sizes, shapes; matching of sets, "One more" concept 
< ,>, = symbols introduced, +, - symbols introducedtas a placeholder, 
Families of Facts for addition and subtraction, Sentences involving liquid 
··neasure and money, Recognising when to use<,>, or= in sentences, 
Parentheses in sentences to show associativi tv, [ic!ntences derivc:d frrn1 
story problans, 

)1ATffEMATIOAL OPERATIONS 

First Year - Properties - Intuitive notion of commutativity for 
addition, 

Develoµnent of Addition-Subtraction with Whole Numbers - Joining 
sets to 6, Separating sets to 5, 

Second Year - Properties - Canmutativc nr01x:rty of addition, addends 
less than .10, subtraction non-canmutative, Associative property of 
addition, sums to 12, Zero, the additive identity, 

Development of Addition-Subtraction with Whole Numbers - Facts to 
12 through sets, rods, number lines, equations, Both addends greater 
than 10, no renaming, through aba~us, sets, expanded numerals, columns, 
equations, Three addends, Families of Facts ( inverse operations), 

Addition and Subtraction Algorisms - Vertical and horizontal forms 
for addends less than 10, Expanded notation for addends greater than 10. 
Array fonns for addends less than 20, Addi tlon-subtraction wheels, 
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MEASURJiMENT 

First Year - Simple comparisons in length, size: weight. 

Second Year - Capacity - cup, pint, quart, Time - hour, half hour 
day, Money - cent, nickel, dime, Lene;th - comparisons, inch, ha.lf'--,inch, 
rounding. 

First Yea~ - Non-~1Ietric - Comparing shapes. Closed curve - inside, 
outside, and on, Recognition of circles, circular regions> triangle, 
triangular regions, rectangles, rectangular regions, squares, sq_uare region13, 

Second Year - Non-Mo:::tric - Curves - closed, not closed. Closed 
curves - inside, outside, and on. Drawing clo,3ed curves around sets of 
points, On closed curves. Recognising sha:i;ies - triangles, rectanc;L':s, 
squares, circles. Recognising shapes - triangles, rectangles, squares, 
circles, Recognising regions - triangular, rectangular, square, circular, 
Line segments, 

NUMBER THEORY 

First Year - Odd and even numbers, 

Second Year - Odd and c:Ven numbers. 
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APPENDIX III 

Vocabulary Scale 

1 little 
2 long 
3 night-time 
Lr 1·ound 
5 under 
6 thin 
7 tall 
8 none 
9 circle 

10 older 
11 midday 
12 wide 
13 straight 
14 far 
15 price 
16 afternoon 
17 between 
18 heavy 
19 twice 
20 left 
21 square 
22 later 
23 week 
24 even 
25 cash 
26 few 
27 share 
28 fortnight 
29 figure 
30 double 
31 pair 
32 calendar 
33 quarter 
34 total 
35 ~ero 
36 unequal 
37 oval 
38 cheque 
39 nroduct 
4o rectangle 

Tbis scale, administered during the n.ilot trial, was expected 

to provide a method of detennining start points on the test, It was 

rejected in favour of an oral problems questionnaire because of its low 

correlation with total test scores (r = ,38), 
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Results ot a. statistical analysis of the data fran the pilot trial sample. 

The meana and at&ndard dtwintions or all 49 it~me retained fran the original pool or 76 item•• using standard ronaulae, 

are M • 23,52 (f¼) and o • 12,01 ( ½ ✓ NEX2 • (EX)2 , 

The meana and. at&r1dard. devi&tiona of 42 itemat Le, the rull test reta.inl!!d less the alternative itt":m•• Uting the ame 

M • 19,6 . 0 - 9,95 

The reliability or estimate of internal consistency using the Kudr.ir-fUchl!U'd1rnn formula 20 (Lindquiat• 1959} 

o.nd udng K-R tor,nul• 21 

r ,933 (;;:r (02•npg )· 
n- o2 

Revised Teat 8corea • • correct reaponae, 

Final design vith items reordered. .. a total or 49 item• gro.iped in 7 atacu. 
l1.oh.1tage hu 6 itena and 1 alternative, 

Calculation or the correlation of total teat ncoree (leu alternativea) .. and oral problei• • ooru • uling un«ra.tped soorea 

e.nd &arumed IHtnl (Table l9t Garrett, 1958) tx 1y' • O c 
r • ,9~ ( X y 

o' a' 
X y 

Regre• 1ion equation in •core tom tor predicting total teat score• tro:u oral problm• 1oore1 (tomula 15.Sa.t Guilford• 1956) 
0 

'1' • 2,75X + 2,82 (r (o; )(X-l-lx) + My) 

E1t1mated att.ndard error or & tottll teat score predichd fr<111 M oral probleimn •core in the regreuion eq_uatlon, uoins a 
correotion tor bis.a with e. 1nple < 50, (rormult. 15,18• ouil.t'ord• 1956) 

••:,x • 3,62 ( o1 /<1-r;,.)( 11~2)) , 

4$ I 

.0 I 
I 

SI 
I I 

IO I I 
Total I / 
Teat ll • I I 

Score u I I 
IS I / 

iO I I 
/ I 

s I 
I 

Oral Problems Score 

Regreasion - total test scoro v oral problemo a core, A gre.ph ahowlng the most probable (roenn) total test score correnponding 
to each or-al problems ocore and tho range between rninua n.nd plus one standard dP.viation fran that score, Oral problems scores of 
~, Band .10 indicate start points of 1 1 13 and 25 (marked by "), 
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APPENDIX V 

Test protocql of a test pf number concepts and principles for infants 

VI 
•., •• 31 Oral Prohlama ( 10,..) [ J 
•••• • 32 Conaervntion (2+) [ ] a,,, i,,,, 
•••• • 33 Ron.ding DUJllt:1 (4+) f ] a,,, 'h,,, o,,, d,,, e,,, 
, , • , , 34 H.1.mdred Chnrt ( 20+) ( ] 

••••• 35 Longth (2+) ( J n,,, b .. , q,,, 
, , , , , 36 Co1»:1cl ty (-f:) [ J 
••••, A Undorntruu)lng Zero (2+) ( l o,., h,,. o,,, 

VII 
'"" 37 Cot.;pnrtoon {5+) [ J n,,, b .. , C,11 d .. , e,,, 1',,, 
••••• 3& Enu11ornt.1on 'hoyoncl 10 (2+) [ ) n,., b,,, c,,, 

••••• 39 Addition & r;ul,lroction (6+) ( l 
••••, 40 Group ntl'ucluro of nunhcra (!1,) [ ) 

••••• 41 Tir.:10 (3+) [ ) u,,, h,,, c,,, ll,,, o,,, 

••••• 42 i:onO).' (~'+) ( ) n,,, li.,, o,,, 

••••• A Ord1nnt1on ahovo ton {6+) [ J n,,. 'h,,. c,,, d,., 
e .. , r ... r. .. , 

40 
I l 
1 4 

• 35 ss 
d 20 40 . s I 0 

3 
6 

7:f 
S3 
12. 

3 4 s 
7 8 

81 
60 
IS 10 

7 19 31 Oral Problems 

Addl\ton ..... b .. , "'" d,, ..... t .. , , ... h, .. 

ein:.trtotlOtl •••• b.,, o,,. d.,, .... r ... I••· h .. , 

total __ 

~ ,..,, l IHtoddnaHon ot Fo~• (lh) t J 

~ 

'R 
l 
i 

~ 
~ 
~•Q 

)=;>'° 

..... 2 Coat•rh<tl\ {J•) [ l 1,., b.,, o,., d,., 

..... } Cl1111tto•Uon~sh~ro {4•) [ ) .... b .. , o ... d ... 
,,.,, 4 Wa\oh•I\C Orv11pt (4+) l ] •••• 'b.,, a,,. d.,, 1,., 

••••• 5 •onoJ ( ) 
••••• 6 l"r•oUo,a (Jt) ( ] •••• b,., o .. , 
., ,., A /l•rhtlQn I ( ) ( ] 

II 

.,,., 7 Oral Pr<>lile:u (4•) t ] 
,.,., 8 CounltnJ - en'nu·,.tton (5•) ( )$.,, .,,,., 0 ,., d,., e.,, r,,. 
,.,,. 9 V•lobl,_. Orou~• l (J+) ( ] ,,,. b,,. o,., 11,,., ,.,, 
,.,.,10 a,r111tton (5t) £ ] ,,., b.,, "'" d .. , ,.,, 

:::::!! ~:~:~~ :::; l 1 :::: ~::: :::: :::: .... r ... 
..... A Dl•~rle,jn~OQI'\ OJ' Foni• (5,) ( ),,., b ... a .. , d.,. ""' r ... 

14--------~----------, 

A TEST OF NUMBER CONCEPTS 

AND PRINCIPLES FOR INFANTS 

!lame ________ Snr ____ Dute of Teat __ _ 

School ________ Clr100 ___ DRte ol' '11rt.h __ _ 

Tilile rit 8chool ___ yeora __ monthe Ago __ yeare __ 111onlha 

Toocher Retingl surerior1 Al'love Aver11ge1 Averagc1 "'elow AvorugeJ Wenk 

Intc111scnce Teot.. _______ Score ___ Pote __ _ 

Total Score _____ _ 

Arithmetic Ag<J ____ _ 

Level 

I 1 3 5 6 7 8 10 
I I 12 13 14 15 /6 18 19 20 

22 23 24 25 ]6 27 28 29 
31 34 35 37 38 39 40 
41 41 43 44 4t 0 !i8 49 5"0 
S-1 52 53 s-5 57 S8 SJ 
6/ 62 63 {/; 66 67 

72 73 74 7(i 7{, 77 78 7!) 80 
84 85" 87 88 89 90 

92 93 94 97 98 /oo 

Ill 
uaqwnN 8U!l!JM Ol: 

,.,,. l) Rudi~ nwi-.•r• - o:•tdh,1tlon ($•) [ ] .,.,, b,,, o,,. 4,., ,.,, r, .. 

.,,,, U. lqch·•leMI (6•) [ J •••• ll,oo '°"' 11,oo looo r.,, 
,.,., 15 S•rl•tl,:,n II (6o~lo)(2t)( ] •••• b,., 

.,.,, 16 Ccn1•rutlon (J,) [ ] •••• b,,, ""' 

..... 17 1"r1otton1 ( ) r J 
""' 18 Wo\5ht (2+) •••• b,., 
,,.., A Co•r~rhon1 (~,) [ J ... , lo, .. o,., d,., o,u t,,. 

IV 

.,,., 19 Or~l f'rol>le•• (fh) ( ) 

., .. , ro \l'rltl.,.- n='>~t• (9+) ( ] 
"'" 21 11-t<-hll\l 1rroup• 11 (5t)( } .,., h,., c,., d.,, ••n 
.,,,. in Otdlnotton "" to t~n (5t)( J•,.• b, .. o,., d,,, •••• 
,,.., <'J Tl•o (}•) [ ] 1,,. llou Ooo• 

0000 , 211 Copadl7 () (] 

••••• A Sp•Ual li'ahltonahipl (4•( Jo.••• b,,, c,,, 4,,, •••• 

V 

.,,., 25 lqu\nl~nca (} •) ( ) a,., b,., ""' 4, .. 

.,.,, 26 Ordination to teD (5•) ( ),.,'. I),., o,,. d.,. •••• 

..... 27 fl~~1INI'. ,,=,,, r• (4•) ( } a, .. ti ... ""· <l ... ,.,, r ... 
,., ,. ~8 Cou.ntlru; J,y ~• • ( ) [ ] 

..... " '""'' ,, .. ) I l 

.,,,. JO Tt,u (2,) 

.,.,, A .lrlttn;i: """'bcra (4t) [ ] 

JOA 

fB ~ 
Pi! A, ~ 

11,i ~ 

"'11 1 
;1 

0 ~ • ~ 
9 • ~ 9 

. . 
. 

. . 

' ' 
' ' ' ' 
' '' ' ' ' 

• " ,( 

X " 
)( 

" X )( 
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APPENDIX VI 

CHILDREN I S DA'rA SHEFT 

Head Teach,:r -----------
Teacher Room 

BOYS/GIRLS ( delete: orni inappronriate) 

I Name A,r_,c. Time Date Teacher - _, 

I l ,Tan f3incc of' Bating in Remarks ! 
Y. M. A&n, Birth Number 

Ability 

I 

I 
! 

I 

I I 



APPENDIX VII 

Computer print-out of results of a statistical analysis 
// XEO 

A;, 1iouP Im t,,tis 
MEANS ANO STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF TOTAL TEST SCORES 

I IJ.5000 4•J7J8 12,ul, 4,64'3 
t u,,211 4,&e91 21,4761 1,,101 

U,1162 4,462' 
l9,9Jl8 6,3076 

.s 2,,5-000 8•67&1 26,6eoo 9.9,ze 26,1276 9,2961 
JI J0,9600 9,72'1 J0,8'71 10,'7U 10,90,, 10,oa21 

JfJ,8444 8,0169 

of the standard
isation data. 

f !t:~::: t!1!! :!:~:~: ::!!i: 
21.z120 12.111,1 29.1,~-i.~, ~ ! : ~; ~~ -___,,-;.~~: o~,. ~~~~~'---

ANAL VS IS or VAR'IANCf 
,, , 4 5,410) 116, 7290 

{(,1') 

F, /,, ''J . ,t, Ill ,,._,,.._..., 1-._/,I, ( V. .. ,. ""-fl--) 

( ,, "1' ..i,~) 
"/"" ,I l,ud•- ( ,,,·) '~ 

i '~ REGR;;~l,°N !~!!T;~OAE \~~~IZ ,;;,itu: l.9,19,,. 1,8110 ,n. ,...f.,., r.,... 05,401, • 29,1161> 
1.-.i, • , .. t, I 1,2058 2,5967) 

( 11/..,.1-)11• ~ 1l109llt l1,17J6 .f- JC ,1, ,, • 0,8814 -1,3794 

(27.'194, 1 Jl,1964) 
(l,0648 , 2,5911) 

11,4317 

,a.JIM.J .,- A,t.tl•'4-. ( ,,,, > ,1, J ( ,,\. > 

AtWS!,.,/ rw.~;iRr \?~~~z5coR\,oJM 
~ i 11!:-,J"'t 

"4£A11S ANO 501 OF TEACHER RATINOS 
tfJ1• 2,94H • 0,789' 

CORRELATIOliS TR 1967 V 1968 
,,,)...,i • o,,9aJ o.6906 ,. 

TR V TOTAL M'7 
•0,4&U •0,5271 
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AP.l?ENDlX V II1 

Cumulative Frequency Distributions in uercentages of Grouped 

Total Test Scores for each 8.1'£e group 

Haw Score Age (vrs and mths) 

5,3 5,9 6,3 6,9 7,3 7,9 

1(9 100,0 100,0 
116 47 48 98,0 100,0 89.0 
43 44 45 100,0 88.8 71.0 59,4 
ho 41 42 95,7 8,. O 57,8 48,6 
37 38 39 100,0 93,6 75,4 411. 5 29,7 
3 Lf 35 36 97,7 84,2 66.o 33,3 18,9 
31 32 33 95, L1 72.2 60,2 22,2 13 ,5 
28 29 30 93,1 68,0 51.0 17,8 10,8 
25 26 27 100,0 88,7 51.0 39,6 8.8 8,1 
22 23 24 95,2 79, 5 11-4.6 28,3 2.2 2,7 
19 20 21 95,2 66,o 27,6 19,0 2,2 
16 17 18 90,7 50,0 25,5 15,1 '.'.. 2 
13 14 15 76,8 27.2 17.0 7,5 
10 11 12 43,l ll,4 8.5 1.9 

7 E3 9 18,6 2,3 2.1 
4 5 6 4.6 
1 ') 

L 3 2,3 

N 43 44 47 53 45 37 

137, 
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APPENDIX IX 

STANDARDISATION NOR~S IN PERCENTILES 

Age in years and months 

5,0 5,3 5,6 5,9 6,o 6,3 6,6 6,9 7,0 7,3 7,6 7,9 8,o 

99 
95 
90 
85 
80 
75 
70 
65 
60 

% 55 
rank.50 

45 
40 
35 
30 
25 
20 
15 
10 

5 
1 

15 
12 
11 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

1 
0 

22 
19 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13 

12 

11 

10 

9 

8 
7 ~-
0 

4 
1 

28 
25 
22 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 

J.4 

13 

12 

11 
10 

8 
6 
3 

34 38 
30 34 
27 32 
24 30 
23 29 
22 27 
21 26 
20 25 
19 23 
18 22 
17 21 
16 

20 
15 18 
14 17 
13 15 

14 
12 13 
10 11 

8 9 
5 6 

41 43 45 46 47 
38 4o 42 44 46 
37 39 41 43 
35 37 40 42 45 
34 36 39 41 
32 34 37 40 44 
30 33 36 39 43 
29 32 34 38 42 
27 30 32 37 41 
26 29 31 36 40 
25 27 29 35 39 
23 25 27 34 38 
22 24 26 32 37 
20 22 24 30 36 
19 21 23 29 35 
17 19 21 27 33 
15 . 17 19 25 30 
14 16 17 22 27 
12 14 15 20 24 
10 12 13 17 20 

7 9 10 13 16 

47 

46 

45 

44 

43 
42 
41 
40 
39 
38 
37 
35 
33 
30 
27 
23 
19 

48 

47 

46 

45 
44 

43 
42 
41 
40 
39 
38 
37 
35 
33 
29 
25 
22 

Percentile rank is found by locating the total test score in the 

49 

48 

47 

46 

45 
411 
43 
42 
41 
40 
39 
38 
3r{ 

35 
31 
29 
26 

appropriate age column, 'rotal test scores in the columns of whole and 
half years have been interpolated, 
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APPEHIJIX X 

ca,i1MEJ\TT SHEET 

Tester 
Ilame 

•' • • • • • '• • • • • • • • • • • 1 • • ·otse1""Ver. 

'l'his test is aimed at measuring the understandin~ of nun1ber 
concepts and principles in children from l1-½ to 8 yrs, of age, These 
are extreme limits - ef'f' e cti v e range is 5 - 7 yrs, 

Your answers and any other comments will be helpful and 
appreciated, 

(1) Docs the test appear to measure chn's understanding of number 
concepts'? If not, why not? 

(2) What concepts or principles are not being test(~d? 

( 3) Is chn' s interest sufficiently we:11 maintained? Anv improvements'? 

(li) Have you any comments on the suitability of the apparatus? 

( 5) Is the test too difficult for a teacher to give? If so, why? 

(6) Any general comments? Continue overleaf if necessary, 

TESTERS PLEASE NO'rE, ES'l)CC:i.o.lly valuable will be your CQ'lllllents on 
specific details about the wording, the scoring, establishment and 
maintenance of rapport, equipment handling and the like, 
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APPENDIX XI 

11A!\l l]\)FAN'r 'rES'l' OF MS.vlBER CONCEP'rs AlifD PRIJ.11CIPLES" 

General Instructions for Administration 

Testing Procedures: 

The test is e,dministered individually in a situation in which 
the subject is comfortable, rele,xed and motivated to co-operate with 
the examiner who should 1.Je careful to establish :rapnort before ca.nmencing 
testing, 1rhe examiner should also be familiar with the general 
instructions, the wording and the material to be used, 

In general, standard procedures must be followed as failure to 
observe this negates the validity of the test nonns, Each item has its 
specific instructions and any variation r'.luflt avoid giving extra cues to 
the subject, . Presentation should be in a natural and sponta1v3ous manncir 
and may be interrupted between items and continued later, 

Order of Items: 

Begin using tho Oral Problems. Space for recording r,)sults is 
at the top of the score sheet (page 2) and tho totai is transferred to 
the appropriate i tcm of Items 7, 19 or 31. When this score is recorded 
start giving the r(:st of the t(~st one level before it, e,g, if 4 5 6 or 
7 is filh"d in beside Item T, begin at Item l; if 10 11 12 etc, is filled 
in beside Item 31, begin at Item 25, 

Continue until the subject fails four or more items at any one 
level. It is usual to give the items in numerical order but altering 
this arrangc._rnent is allowable, In certain i teJns it is recommended that 
more than one item is ccmplcted while the material is wt in front of the 
child, 

General Princinlcs of Procedure: 

Specific instructions arc given for each i tern, but these ,q;eneral 
principles should be noted, 

l. Repeat the wording if the subject bas misunderstood the requirements 
but not if a wrong res1Jonse has been given, Self-corrections, 
however, arc scored right, 

2, When the subject gives an ambiguour, or unclear response ask for a 
rc,uctition of the act or words or ask for more information by sayinc; 
en;ouragingly, "Go on" or "Tell me more", 



3, Maintain good rapport and discontinue the test if tension becomes 
obvious. Never show dissatisfaction 1-ri th a wrong response, nor 
limit praise to those items answered well. Don't allow the child 
to become discouraged. 

h, Al though all items, except one, are untimed, it is left to the 
judgment of the tester not to drag out any task too long, If a 
child is groping, it is Otwious the concept being tested is not 
able to be applied readily, The age and motor co-•ordination of 
the subject need to be taken into account, 

'.5, Do not give the alt(,rnative unless a test at that level has been 
fouled up or for extra diagnostic value, Do ~ give an altGrna,tive 
in place of a test that hs,s been failed, 

Scorinr~: ·-----._,,,_~ 

Only in those i tcms thought DL:C,;s sary are the answers given, 
thus allowing the book to be open and in the child's sight without fear 
of giving the answer away. 

As the child gives an answer, it is marked on the app:::-opriate 
place in the score ::=;heet, When all parts of the item are complete~ 
the tester ascertains whether the whole item he.s been passt:C or faih,d. 
'rhe marks ✓ or + arc uut on the dotted lines for a pass, a , or •· for 
a failure, 

Answers recorded in th<j appropriate place allow for markinr:: lo,tcr, 
Items where answers are recorded by subject on the score sheet are also 
marked later so he is not kept waiting. 

When four failures in one: level are recordc1d discontinue testing, 
Total correct responses - a maximum of 6 per level - not forgetting to 
give credit for items not given because the: test was started beyond the 
first level. Note the total score on the front page with all other 
relevant details, 

Very occasionally a child will not score at lem;t three items 
at the starting level. If it does occur continue backwards until at 
least three credits are made at one level. 1-/hc~n this noint is reached, 
credit all :prior lev0ls and continue forwr,rds as nornwl, 

Ari tbmetic age o.nd l8ve1 can be o,scertained by consulting th0 
a,:9prop:rio,tc tables, 
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SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMINISTRATION 

7 
19 ORAL PROBLE1S IN ADDITION 
31 

PROCEDJRE: 

(a) John and Bob had a kite each, How many kites did 

they have altogether? 

{b) Three girls were playing nurses and another girl ,joined 

~heir game, How many were playing then? 

(c) J!3-ne had 2 books at hane and then brought 2 more hcrae from 

the library, How many books did she have then? 

(d) We had 2 bottles of mill~ in the fridge and the milkman 

delivered 4 more, How many did that make? 

(e), Six children were at the birthda:Y: uarty when 3 more 

arrived, How many were there then? 

(f) Severn girls a1:1d five boys were away from school, How 

many children altogether were away from school? 

(g) Paul had 12 marbles and he won 7 more, How many did he 

have then? 

(h) In a paddock were 23 cows and 10 shee"!), How many were 

in the 1Jaddock altogether? 

Discontinue after 3 failures, 



7 
19 
31 

ORAL PROBL~.fS IN SUBI'RACTION 

PROCE.DURE: 

(a) Mother bought Mary an icecream and she ate it. 

How many ice creams clid she have left? 

(b) _Robyn bought three ~oencils and she gave two away to 

he:r_ friends, How many did she keen for herself'? 

( c) The Headmaster nlanted. four trees in the ElayP.;round 

but one died, How many trees remained alive? 

( d) David had seven sandwichGs for lunch but could eat 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

only five of them, How many could he not eat? 

A boy had eight newspapers to deliver. How many did 

he have after he delivered eight of tht.1ll? 

Twelve girls were ·playing a skipping r;eme, Five 

W(;re put out, how many were left in? 

'rhe postman had 20 parcels to deliver, How many did 

he have left when he had delivered seven of them? 

'}-_n a class of 27 children 2 nine were boys, 

were girls? 

Discontinue after three failures, 

How many 

143, 
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1 DISCRD1INATION OF FOR\18 

Two cards with 12 outline geaa.etric fonns on each, The cards 
are opposite each other in the book.let and the fonns are in different 
positions except for the first, 

PROCEDURE: 

Present cards and say Look at the ball on this uage pointing 
Can you Gee one the same on this p e? indicate opposite page Now can 
you find a square (box just the same as this? pointing to form (b) the 
square on the first page, 

Continue with each shape saying Now can you point to one shaped 
,;ust like this? 

SCORE: 11 plus 

2 COMPARISON 

t•1ATER IAL: 

Five cards with pictures to ccmpare on each half, 

PROCEWRE: 

Show the cards one at a time, 

(a) Which umbrella is bigger (biggest)? Point to the one that I s 
bigge_r, 

(b) Which ball is smaller (smallest)? Point to the one that's 
smaller. 

(c) 

( d) 

Which line has more birds on? Point to the one that has more on, 

Which train has fewer (less) wheels? Point to the one that has 
fewer. 

SCORE: 3 plus , 
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3 CLASSIFICATION (according to shape) 

MATERIAL: 

Four shapes, each shape being in seriated size l" to 4" 
approximately, One large card ruled in four. 

PROCEIURE: 

,Put the shuffled shapes in front of the child and say Here we 
have sane different sha_es - look here is a circle can you see any 
others like it? Aceept the one the child chooses giving help if 
necessary) and place the two in the top left box, Put the circles 
l1ere, Now you sort out the rest of the shapes puttinf!i the ones that 
arc the same shape :i.nto one of these boxes. 

Time limit: 2 mins, 
SCORE: 4 plus. 

4 MATCHING GROUPS 

MA'rERIAL: 

Four saucers and a jar of blocks, 

PROCEDURE: 

Line 3 saucers in front of child and place a heap of blocks 
between saucers and child, Say I shall put a blocl1: in this saucer 
(do it) now you put blocks into the other saucers so they are the same 
as this one, 

Repeat for other four trials, 

(a) 1 

(b) 3 

( C) 4 

{d) 2 

( e) 5 

SCORE: 4 plus, 
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5 MONEY 

!',ii\. TERIAL: 

PROCEIURE: 

What is money used for? 

SCOH ING S'l'ANDARD: 

The child should inciicate ~ of the i1onnal weys in which money 
is used, e,g, to buy things in sh01::,s, to bny an icecrema, lollies, etc,) 
to get more gas or electricity when put in a meter, The essence of a 
correct answer is that the child must inc3.icate an exchange of money for 
sanething. It is insufficient for a, child to say "To give to the 
busdriver", Furth0r q_uestioning must elicit what is got for the money, 

SCORE! l plus, 

6 FI\ACTIONS 

lit'.\. TERIAL: 

8 blocks 

PROCEDURE: 

Give the child 2 1>locks 
4 blocks 
8 blocks sayinc; 

Give me half and keep half for yourself, 

SCORE: 3 plus. 



6A SERIATION I 

MATERIAL: 

2 sets of dowels 
( 18 dowels altogether): 

2 3 4 .... 10 inches long 
21-z 31i 4~2 , • , • 10:t2 inches long 

PROCEIVRE: 

Give child one of the sets of dowels and sa,y You make stairs 
like I do. Go ahead and make a set of stairs each, Allow child to 
look at and copy the examiner's model. 

Item 15 is a continuation of this and should be attempted while 
the material is out, 

SCORE: Credit successful ordering of dowels, 
so_uare, 

Ends do not have to be 

7 ORAL PHOBLElVIS 

See beginning of specific administration instructions, 

8 GOUN'rING - ENUMERATION 

MA'l'ERIAL: 

Cards of randan dot patterns. 

Pl~OCEDURE: 

Ask child Can you count to ten? You count to ten, If necessary 
start child by saying One 2 two , , , three , , , • 

Show each card in turn, saying, Count these, 
with finger when counting but don't suggest it, 

(a) Counting (b) 2 (c) 4 
( d) 5 (e) 7 

SCORE: 5 plus, 

Allow child to point 

(f) 8 
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9 ~ATCHING GROUPS I (see Item 21) 

~1ATERIAL: 

One saucer and approximately 20 blocks placed :in front of child, 

Cards with nurn.ber patterns, 

PROCEIURE: 

Say Look at this card, See it has two dots on it, Put two 
blocks in the saucer so it's iust the smn.e as the card, Give as much 
help as is necessary on this practice trial. 

(b) show card (b), Now 2 see the dots on this card 2 you put the 
srune nwnber of blocks in the saucer, 

If child fails, start again from beginning. If (a) is nassed 
on first or second trial credit (a) and continue with card (b) to (e), 

(a) 2 (b) 4 (c) 5 ( d) 7 

SCORE: 3 plus, 

10 SERIATION 

MA 'l'ERIAL: 

FilJrc circles and. ridged holding tray, 

PROCEDURE: 

( e) 8, 

(a) Lay out lr biggest circles in ordered size on ridge;d board, 
Say I 1m going to take a circle out, give: it to you and you are to nut 
it back in tho right -place so the biggost is on this end and each gets 
smaller towards this end, Screen circles, remove second biggest, close 
gap, and hand to child saying ~ put it back in tlw right ulace, 

Time limit 30 seconds, 

If child fails, demonstrate whore ring goes and repeat from 
beginning. Go on, if retrial fails, 

(b) Add a further circle in si~ht of child, screen, remove fourth 
biggest ring, close gap, hand to child saying Put this back in the right 
place, 

a Total rings 4: remove 2nd bii.:::gcst ring 
b 11 II 5: II 4th 11 11 

C 
II 11 6: 11 3rd II II 

Q II II r(: 6th II II 

e II " 8: II 3rd & 8th bic;gest rings (put both back in), 



11 LENGTH 

.MATERIAL: 

'l'wo rods (3 and 4 inches) 

PROCEllJRE: 

Place rods in front of child ( in line 3 inches apart), Sa}r 
Which is shorter? Pick up, reverse position and ask Which is longer? 

Repeat both questions, changing ~osition of rods, 

SCORE: 3 plus, 

12 WEIGHT 

MATERIAL: 

Card on which there are six pictures all of similar size, 

a horse 

b pair of shoes 

c balloon (toy) 

PROCEDURE: 

d CU].) 

e bus 

f house 

Present card saying Things we can lift are lie:ht but what we 
can't lift may be called heavy, 

Point to each picture sayinr; Is this light or heavy? 

SCORE: 5 plus , 
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12A DISCRIMINATION OF FORM:S 

MATERIAL: 

Card with 6 lines of similar designs or :pictures five in each line 
one of which is different from the others. 

PROCEDURE: 

Say Look at the top row. All are the same except one, 1·/hich 
_?.,~-is. different from the othe.~_f oint to i !, . 

Repeat for each row indicating row with a sween of the finger, 
saying Which one is different in this row? 

SCORE: 5 nlus. 

!.3 _____ ..E_EJ1.DI~'IQ. NUMDERS - CJ\RDIHATION 

!VIA 'I'ERIAL : 

Cards as for Matching (Hem 9) and Enumeration (Item 8) and card:; 
numbered with ten single digits O - 9, 

PROCEDURE: 

(a) 

(b) 

Lay cards O - 9 in order fran subject's left and point in 
turn to 8, 5, 3, '{ saying What is this nun1bcr? 

Show fi.rst :page and say How many arc there on th~? 
Wnen child S8<YS "Two"," say Which card shows us'1Two"? 
( Indicate digit cards). 

( c) to (f) Which rn.m1bcr sl10ws us how many dots there_, arc, on 
this pag':;.? 

(a) Reading nQmbcrs (b) 2 ( C) 4 ( d) 5 ( C) 7 (f) 8 

SCORE: 5 plus. 
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14 EQU JJ1 A LENC E 

lfi.ATERIAL: 

SL~ pictures on score sheet, 

PROCEIURE: 

(a) Show first picture and say Here are three cats but they 
have only one saucer, Draw more saucers so they have 
onE: each, 

(b) and (c) Same procedure for 5 boys - 2 footballs 
5 lowers - 1 jar 

( d) Here are two girls, Give one ball to each of them, 
(Indicate ,~irls e,nd balls), Mark one ball for each girl. 

( e) and (f) Similarly get child to mark one piece of cheese 
for each mouse and one car for each driver, 

SCORE: 6 plus, 

}:"""5 _____ S_E_R_I_A_T_I_O_E __ I_I_-_D_O_U_B_L_E 

MA'l111:}UAL: 

2 sets of dowels 2 3 

PROCEIURE: 

(Note Item 6A) 

4 . . ' . . . . . . 10 inches long 
10½ inches long 

(a) Giv0 child one of the sets and say You make stairs like 
I do, Go ahead and mak.-: a set of stairs each, 

(b) WhEm finished say ll[y :rods will fit into your stairs like 
this, Take a middle rod and fit it into the right place 
in tbr• child's "stairway", Say Now vou fit all these in 
so as to make a long set of stairs, 

SCOHE: 2 plus~ (a) and (b), 
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CONSERVATION 

MATEHIAL: 

Six toy soldiers and six whistles, 

PROCEIURE: 

Line :3ix soldiers out in front of the child ( 4 inches apart) and 
give him six whistles saying Put one whistle in front of each soldier, 

(a) Say Are there more soldiers or more whicltlcs or are there the sami~ 
number of each? 

(b) Spread whistles 6 - 8 inches apart and repeat q_uestion. 

( c) Close whistles till they almost touch and repeat q_uestion, 

SCOBE: 3 plus. 

17 FRACTIONS 

'.\1ATERIAL: 

PROCEilJRE: 

If I cut an apple in two equal nieces and gave you a piece 2 what 
could we call that -oiece? 

Child must give "half". 

SCORE: l plus, 

18 WEIGHT 

MA'rERIAL: 

PROCEIXJRE: 

( a) Am I heavier or lighter than ycu arc? 

(b) Is a car heavier or lighter than a Viscount ae:·roplane? 

SCORE: 2 plus, 
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C0'-1PARISONS 

MATERIAL: 

Six lines with stimulus shape on left. 
frcm amongst distractors, 

Right shape to be chosen 

PROCE!lJRE: 

(a) Indicate left hand shape in top row and sa;,y Look• What is this? Accept 
name given by child or give it a name saying Yes it's a box, ~ 
lool< along this line and show me one that I s exactly the same, Point 
to it, 

(b) See this one ( indicate triangle on left) sho,r me one that I s exactly 
the same in this line. 

Repeat for ( c) onwards, 

SCORE: 5 plus , 

19 ORAL PROBLEMS 

Se0 beginning of specific administration instructions, 

20 WRITING illl.JMBERS 

MATERIAL: 

Space set on record booklet, 

PROCEDURE: 

Say., indicating space on "booklet, You write the number one here, 
(point) now two 2 now three. Now kE:ep on going till you get to twelve, 

SCORING STANDARDS: 

The child's figures may be immature and :i.11-for!lled or even 
reversed but as long as they are rccogni sable they are correct, They 
must be correctly ordered, 

SCORE: 9 plus • 
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21 MATCHING GROUPS II ( see Item 9) 

MATERIAL: 

One saucer and ap1woximately 20 blocks placed in front of child, 
Cards with number patterns, 

PROCEDURE: 

Say Look at this card, See it has two dot on it, Put two 
blocks in the saucer so it I s just the same as the card, Give as much 
help as is nee es sary on this practice trial. 

(b) Show card (b), Now 2 see the dots on this card 2 you put 
the same number of blocks in the :rnucer, 

If child fails, start again from beginning, If (a) is passed 
on first or second trial credit (a) and continue with card (b) t~ (e). 

( a) 2 (b) 4 (c) 5 ( d) 7 ( e) 8, 

SCORE: 5 plus, 

22 ORDINATION 

MATERIAL: 

PROCEDURE: 

First , • , , , , , • second .. ' ..... third , , •. , , •• 

vllmt comes next? Child must continue to "tenth11 , 

Give only one further prcmpt if' the child blocks on any number. 
Do not give child c.redi t for the one given, 

SCORE: 5 plus, 
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23 TIME 

iVIi\.lJ.'F:RIAL: 

PROCEDURE: 

What happens about ( a) 7 o'clock at night? 

(b) 8 o'clock in the mornin~? 

( C) 12 o'clock mia.~a.ay? 

SCORING STANDARD: 

Anything normally occurring at the anurouriate time is allowed, 
The child must differentiate times by exrun.9le of occupations at those 
tjmes. 

SCORE: 3 91us, 

2Lt CAPACI'l'Y 

PROCEDURE: 

(a) If. yru went into a shon or store and bought a pint of somethiry:s_, 
yhat m_ight ys_u buy? 

SCOHING STANDAHDS: 

Allowable answers include liquids such as miD1:, oil, etc,, and 
ice cream, 

SCORE: l ~)lU s , 



24A SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS 

MAT@IAL: 

12 blocks 

PROCEDURE: 

156. 

(a) Place four blocks in front of child, as in the picture, and say 
How many blocks are there here? Bloclrn should be 2 ft, from the 
child who can move head but not get off seat or touch blocks, 
Do not let th12 child see the blocks being "r)uilt, 

(b) Reneat for 6 blocks, 

(c) 8 blocks, 

( d) 7 blocks. 

(e) 12 blocks, 

SCORE: 4 plus, 

\· Points towards subject, 
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25 E(JJIV ALENCE 

MATE..RIAL: 

Space on score sheet with 4 sets of unequal pairs, 

PROCEWRE: 

(a) Present page to child and indicate top row sa,ving, See there are 
some dots in this box (indicate) but not so many in this box, 
You draw some dots in so there are the same number of dots in each 
box. 

(b) You draw crosses in to make th0 number of crosses the same in each 
box. 

(c) Now make these boxes (indicate) ,even by drawing circles, 

(d) Now make these boxes (indicate) even by drawing strokes, 

SCORE: 2 plugs, 

26 ORDINATION 

MATERIAL: 

Card with row of objects ( 7 mice) 

PROCEDURE: 

Present card to the child and say Which is the first mouse in 
the line'? Allow the child to point, Re:9eat for (a) second 
(b) fourth (c) seventh. 

Then point to the first mouse in line and say Which mouse 
is this in the line'? Elicit "first" but do not score, Some question-
i:Q?; may be needed after which no help is given, 

Which mouse is this in the line'? pointing to (d) third, (e) sixth, 
(f) fifth. 

SCORE~ 5 plus, 
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2'7 READING NUMBERS 

'-1A.'T.ERIAL: 

Card with 12 18 33 65 49 80 

PROCEIURE: 

Point to each number in turn saying What is this number? 

SCORE: 4 plus, 

COUNTING BY 2 , C' 
,:, to 20 

PROCEDURE: 

I want you to count by 2 1 s, Listen, ·we go 2, 4, 6 , • , , , 
What comes next? 

Encourage child to continue but give no help beyond 6. 
If child fails, repeat frcm beginning once only, 

SCORE: Credit score if child reaches 20 successfully, 

29 MONl~Y 

MATERIAL: 

Actual coins le, 2c. 5c, 10c, 

PROCEDUHE: 

Present each coin in succession - order le. , 10c., 5c,, 2c, 
Say How much is this? If the answer is "money" or "a coin"say 
Yes but how much is it? 

SCORE: lr plus, 



30 TDiIE 

MA'l'ERIAL: 

PROCEIORE: 

(a) Give me the name of a day that we don't come to school (or 
kindergarten)? 

(b) Give me the name of a month? 

SCORE: 2 plus. 

30A. WRI'l'ING MATERIALS 

MATERIAL: 

159, 

Four pictures of objects (2 5 e 9) on score sheet, with space 
for child to write numbers, 

PROCEDURE: 

(a) Point to first picture, say How many flap;s are there here? Give 
help in countir,g if nccessury, 
Write it here. (indicate) 

(b) Now write here 110w many chairs there arc, (No further help in 
counting). 

(c) and (d) Repeat formula w3 for (b), 

SCORE: tr Plus, 

31 ORAL PROBLEMS 

See beginning of specific administration :Lnstructions. 



3_2 _____ C_O_N_S_EI_FW_A_T_I_O_N 

MATERIAL: 

Three jars (2 identical: 1 thinner and taller), 
to fill one of the two identical jars. 

PROCELURE: 

160, 

Enough blocks 

Place the two identical ,jars (A and B) in front of the child, 
Fill A !ti full af blocks, about 12-15, and giving the child the remaining 
blocks say ~ enough blocks in this ,jar so they both have the same in, 
Some children may wish to count - allow this, When finished the child 
is asked Are they both the same? 

Produce jar C and tip into it all blocks in jar B, Remove B, 

(a) Say, indicating c, H~s this got more blocks in or less blocks in 
::ir~-~re they both the same? 

(b) Pour approximately ~.2 blocks from C into B and separate A from B and C, 
Ask Which has more blocks this jar (indicate A) or these two ,iars 
l?.!:!:.!: together? 

SCORE: 2 plus ( a) and (b), 

3.3 READING SUMS 

MA'l1ERIAL: 

Five sums on cards, 

PROCEDURE: 

Present card and say Nowwe have some sums, You read this one to -----------------------me, Re-neat for (b) .. (e), 

(a) 3 + 16 = 19 

(b) 15 - 11 = 4 
( c) 23 

-15 
8 

(d) 16 + 5 = 19 + 2 

( e) 43 5 2 = 36 + 0 

SCORE: 4 plus, 



34 HUNDRED CHART KNOWLEDGE 

MATERIAL: 

On scoresheet, a hundred chart with selected numbers missing, 

PROCEDJRE: 

Present chart to child and say Here we have a Hundred Chart but 
E._ome--9.f._!,he nu.inbers are missing, You write in the numbers ·where they 
2-!L.mtq_si~. 

Reversals are accepted, 

SCORE: 20 plus, 

... 35 ______ LE..£LCIT!i 

MATERIAL: 

A foot rule marked in inches only. 

PROCEDURE: 

(a) How long is your shoe (foot) 7 

(b) How lo!:¥$ is your middle finger? Indicate which finger to measure. 

( c) How wide are these cards? 
to be measured. 

Indicate shorter side of test booklet 

SCORE: 2 plus • 

36 CAPACITY 

MATERIAL: 

An empty ½ pint milk bottle, 

PROCEIURE: 

Put milk bottle on table saying, How much milk does this bottle 
hold? Elicit or if n0c0ss.J.ry tell child that it is a half pint. 

(a) ,!f,_y~_,y.rank two of these how much would you drink? 
answer "l pint", 

SCORE: 1 plus, 

Only acceptable 



36A UNDERSTANDING ZERO 

MATERIAL: 

Blocks and saucer , card with large O, 

PROCEWRE: 

Place saucer and 6 - 8 blocks in front of child, Present 
card 11 011 , Say 

(a) What is this number called? 

(b) Put this number ( indicate O) of blocks on the saucer, 

(c) Add this number (indicate 0) to three, What is the answer? 

SCORE: 2 plus, 

~l,_ CCTvlPARISON 

MATERIAL: 

Six cards divided in two with :pictures of various number of 
objects for canparison, 

PROCEDURE: 

(a) Show first card, saying On which side are there more? Are there 
~re horses or more cups1 Point to the side with more,. 

(p) Show card (b), · On which side are there fewer (less)? 
_!;he side with fewer (less) on it, 

For cards a, c, e, ask more, 

For cards b, d, f, ask less or fewer, 

SCORE: 5 plus, 

Point to 
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38 ENUMERATION BEYOND 10 

MArrERIAL: 

Cards with required number of squares on each, 

PROCEDURE: 

(a) .Say How many squares are there here? (Indicate). 
penni tted to count, 

Child is 

(b) and (c) Repeat for left hand pattern on each page, 

(a) 68 
(b) 37 
(c) 51 

SCORE: 2 plus, 

39 ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION 

MATERIAL: 

Printed sums on scoresheet, 

PROCEIXJRE: 

Present pencil and scoreshcet to child saying Do these adding 
sums, If the child has difficulty with first SlUU go over it orally, 
w:ithout giving the answer, 

Similarly get the child to do the subtraction sums, 
help beyond the first sum of each type, 

SCORE: 6 plus , 

Give no 
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4o GRCXJP STRUCTURE OF J\1UMBERS 

MATERIAL: 

Rows (a) to (e) on scoresheet. 

PR08EIURE: 

(a) Present scoresheet to child and, indicating row (a), say 
Read this row of numbers aloud. After reading say Which number 
doesn I t fit in that row? Put a line throup;h the number that 
shouldn't be there. Allow 15 secs, before repeating, once only, 
and allow further 15 seconds before _proceeding, 

(b) Repeat full procedure for each row until child gets the idea of 
what to do, 

SCORE: 4 plus, 

41 TIME 

M.A. TER IAL : 

Five clock faces on cards, 

PROCEDURE: 

Present each card in turn saying What is the t,ime on this 
cloclt? 

SCORE: 3 plus. 



42 MONEY 

MATERIAL: 

Coins for SUbject le, , 2c. , 5c, , 10c, 

Coins for Examiner Two each of le, , 2c, , and 5c, 

PR 0C EJ1J RE: 

Lay the coins in front of the child and say 
Give me some money which is worth the same as this, 

Present 
(a) Two le, coins, Replace child's coin(s), then repeat presenting 

(b) Two 2c, coins and a le. coin, 

(c) Two 5c, coins, 

SCORE: 2 _plus, 

ORDINAL MEANINGS 10 - 100 

MATERIAL: 

PROCEIVRE: 

Say If we had a long line of soldiers a the one at tho front 
would be the first 2 the one behind him would be the second, 

(a) Which would come next? 

(b) What would we call the one after the ninth? 

( C) What is tho one after the 26th? 

( d) What is the one after the 53rd? 

(o) What is tho one after the 65th? 

(f) What is the one after the Tlst? 

(g) What is the one after the 29th? 



APPENDIX XII 

TEST EQJ] IPMENT 

To use this test of number concepts and nrinciµles, an 
examiner req_uires 

(a) an administration manual 

(b) scoresheets 

(c) a box containing the following material 

Booklet 

Soldier::: 

Whistles 

( 1) 

(6) 
(6) 

Ridged holding tray(l) 

Fibre graduated 

discs 

Hardboard shap•~s 

Foot rule 

Numerals 

Saucers 

Pencil 

( 8) 

( 16) 
(1) 

(0 - 9) 
( 4) 

( 1) 

Dowels ( 18) 

Coins (1 x lOc,, 3 each of 

5c, , 2c, , le, ) 

Hali'-pint milk bottle (1) 

Manilla card ruled in 

4 squares ( l) 

Wooden blocks (approx, 50) 

Plastic jars (3) 

Glass, 8oz, (1) 

Rods , 3" x 4'' ( 2 ) 

Pointing stick (1) 

166, 
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